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PHILADELPHIA,
IN MEMOKIAM. time, in regard to M) increasing decrepitude, the rata of Hamlin—he has at last succumbed
Tia7| , Alas! further news confirmed the fact; and we the angel of death ; but not before leaving an \
_——
’ must chronicle with sorrow the loss of one of the press on his times as cannot be soon fbrwott
When the cable flashed the sad news of the most figures in the p yth on of musi- Liszt's early career resembled a comet. (®el»-v
death of the venerable master, our first thought chins. The pnnoe of pianists ; the brilliant and acroi;* the musical horizon of Europe, blindissg
was that of doubt. Franz Liszt, the ever-youth* poetic writer ; the dashing man of the world ; the by the brilliancy ofhis genins. From this eeeegt
ful, dead ! It seemed impossible, despite tneiact modern Merlin, or, as Mmm called him, the piper orbit he turned and biased into a sun, under ph
•It. .1 - l.j L-'iii-'U *» • i-ar.isZ&l -M*n JL • n,
T ty ipi , xp m tt I'sg;
His end is as serene as the setting of astar. There
are those who asieithj&dnfruence has been dele-
terious to the cause orffrue music
;
quasi-classicists,
who cavil at any step toward the enlarging of
our mental horizon/ Follow, step by step, this
Hungarian’s career
;
at no time will anything but
devotion to his art be found, coupled with a gen-
erosity and an unselfishness that are phenomenal in
this latter-day business world. It is a twice-told
tale to rehearse his charity and ’kindness toward
rising artists. Both by advice and material assist-
ance has he countless times aided them up the
steps and rugged path to Parnassus. How he sub-
scribed toward the Cologne Cathedral
;
the Bee-
thoven monument, and alleviated, as far as possi-
ble, the sufferings of the victims of every catas-
trophy that presented themselves to him, need not
be told. His very faults were picturesque, and
one loved the man more for them.
His public career was one series of successes, but
hard earned ones
;
for Liszt’s life was a constant
struggle. Nature endowed him liberally with gifts,
but he never allowed them to lie fallow. Born at
an epoch of revolution, a fiery comet hanging in the
skies of his natal year appearing to presage his
future, he early absorbed the revolutionary ideas
with which the very air was saturated at the time.
Victor Hugo, Chateaubriand and DeMusset in lit-
erature, Berlioz in music, and Lamenais in reli-
gion, were endeavoring to break the shackles of
classicism that hung around the art forms of the
day. Romanticism was the war cry, and young
Liszt warmly espoused the cause with pen and
piano. His playing at this period was like froth-
ing champagne, that bubbled until it overflowed
the goblet. But who cannot forgive the extrava-
gances of youth ? The sediment of overheated ado-
lescence soon sank out of sight, and the beautiful
clarified wine of maturity replaced it
;
and of that
vintage all ofartistic Europe has been strengthened,
for we cannot overrate Liszt’s influence. Read what
Wagner says
;
listen to Berlioz’s story, and a host
of lesser lights
;
all, all cry out that to Liszt they
owe the light of their struggling muse.. This is
a magnificent record
;
and it would be insanely
ungrateful to seek the flaws in this man’s life.
His very compositions reflect him at first brilliant,
sonorous, dazzling, even extravagant. They show
the virtuoso one who revels in gigantic difficulties.
When experience has mellowed him, we have the
thoughtful meditations, years of the pilgrimage,
ingenious etudes and religious fantasies. Then
come a series of grand orchestral compositions,
ranging boldly over metaphysical, religious and
romantic themes. The daring operatic paraphrases
of youth are replaced in old age by the tender
transcriptions of Lieder, given in. all their native
purity and sweetness. Liszt’s literary work was
always fresh and sparkling, and however authori-
ties may differ as to his delineation of Chopin, it
is, and always will be, a poetic and suggestive
book. He took up the cause of the music of the
future
;
and now he has died at Bayreuth, and will
be buried there. How fitting a place! the very
Mecca of musical pilgrims, laid at rest with his
great, friend and son-in-law, Wagner.
What is most to be admired in Franz Liszt’s
character is his indomitable energy and-wonder-
ful powers of self-control. Possessing as he did a
volcanic nature, he would have gone, to pieces
years ago on the rocks of his emotional tempera-
ment, if it were not for that strong spirit of self-
mastery that at last carried him into the peaceful
harbor of old age.
He may be said to have recreated the piano-forte;
his strong, vivid touch requiring new effects not ob-
tainable from the old-fashioned instruments. His
?
upils are legion, and begin from Rubinstein,
'ausig and Riilow, downward. He seemed to pos-
' sess in a masterly degree, as a pianist, what his
successors vainly imitated—Rubinstein’s power,
Billow’s intellectuality, Tausig’s technic. He had
them all to perfection.
“We shall ne’er look on his like again.” With
his death we lose one of the most striking figures
in Europe. His vivid personality, keen wit and
amiability will be sadly missed. Who can forget
that eagle, Napoleonic profile, proud walk and
flashing eye? We Americans never heard his magic
working fingers on this continent
;
but there are
many among us ‘who have had that exquisite
pleasure, and who treasure as sweet memories his
music and his words. Mequiescat in pace.
OBJECTIVE OR SUBJECTIVE.
How.often we hear a criticism of an artist’s play-
ing as being “ objective ” or “ subjective,” with the
certain consciousness that the critic does not know
what he is talking about. For example, Biilow’s
performances are looked on as the height of art-
istic objectivity, i. e., the total sinking of self,
and bringing forward the characteristics of the
composer. Rubinstein, on the other hand, is de-
dominated as being, “ genially subjective,” that
is, allowing personal feelings to tinge every compo-
sition he interprets. So it is the fashion of to-day
to undervalue, and even ridicule, strong individu-
ality
;
and that player is most admired who gives
the least individual and the most colorless perform-
ances. Joseffy, for instance, is not altogether ad-
mired so much as—who shall we say ? as his con-
ception of Beethoven is not so fine as the gentle-
man who is not mentioned, comparisons being in
this case odious. A whole gamut of names could
be gone through with
;
indeed, we know of one case
where Rubinstein was not considered to play his
own compositions as,.well as Von Bulow did them.
Now, this is all wrong, and starts with a false aes-
thetic doctrine. Of course, the greater the player
the more varied are his styles, but also greater is
his individuality
—
Ms way of doing things. It
is not to be denied, for an. instant, that Biilow’s
playing is colorless. Some profound German critics
see in it much intellectual warmth. The part of
the understanding we denominate “ intellectual,”
has no warmth, that belongs entirely to the emo-
tional system. The intellect is reason, and Bu-
low: has it in abundance. He lacks emotion, and
is called in consequence “ objective whereas,
in reality, in no man’s playing that we have ever
heard has the man shown so clearly forth.. He is
precise, pedantical and persevering. The feu
saere is lacking, while Ms rival, ‘Rubinstein, over-
flows with it. Understand, it is not to praise one
and underrate the other that we select these two
names. They occur to us as the representatives
of the two schools alluded to. ' We could take many
others. Liszt and Thaiberg are obviously in the
same category.
We want to protest against the bloodless perform-
ances one so often hears and praised, heaven knows
why ! Our nil admirari. Young men are culti-
vating self-control and repose and objectivity (save
the mark !), so that their performances are drained
of all human elements. Blind imitation of others
in the same style has much to do with this. Con-
servatories, by their treadmill routine and crushing
of anything that approaches to strong personality,
further tend to make matters worse. Man is a
dramatic animal and rejoices in art, which is, after
all, but the expression of selfhood. Schopenhauer,
who was one of the most profound musical thinkers
that ever lived, has defined music as the nearest ap-
proximation to the eternal idea. This is all very
well; but one must remember that piano playing
is not a creative art, no matter how much is said
about Liszt’s playing creating a composition anew.
The fact of the matter is, Liszt so thoroughly as-
similated musical ideas in his powerful and original
individuality, that they seemed new when played,
so unconventionally were they rendered. Another
case in point for the doctrine of subjectivity. Ed-
ward Hanslick, who is the most subtle of musical
critics, says that all music is but a reflection of the
“ ego.” 80 all the so-called objective playing ex-
ists only in the imagination of the critic, and has
no real meaning. Who were and who are the
greatest players? Those that developed some
trait that distinguished them from their fellow
players. One whose touch said “ I whose style
was self, and no copy. Of course every great vir-
tuoso has, by his nature, affinities for certain com-
posers and styles. Still, the charm of his playing is
his original way of interpreting the same composer. - -
Liszt, himself, has pooh-poohed the silly-talk
that this or that one was the successor of Chopin,
and could interpret his music
;
whereas, Chopin
waadn the main inimitable. Liszt acknowl-
edged ' this in despair. Okra Schumann plays
the works of her husband as no one else, be-
cause she had every opportunity of knowing his
intentions, and because she has, by some kindred
feeling, penetrated their profound meanings; but
who will pretend to say they are exactly as if
Schumann would have played them himself?
To sum up the whole matter, we think every
great work of art has many sides, and. lends itself
alike to many interpretations. National charac-
teristics must be taken into consideration, too.
Neupert plays Grieg and Scandinavian music
splendidly, because he is by birth and tempera-
ment a Northman. Pachmann, a Selave, renders
Chopin as near perfection as possible. Who would
want Raphael Joseffy to play like Charles Halle ?
Thaiberg was acknowledged unique in his perform-
ances
;
but what a vast difference from the talented
Gottschalk, By the way, it has grown quite fash-,
ionable to ignore the Creole pianist as well as his
compositions. They are many of them trashy,
but some of them are exquisite
;
and he had, what
many of his successors had not, a genuine piano
touch—velocity or singing, as the occasion re-
quired, in addition to being the pioneer pianist in
this country. William Mason *plays very differ-
ently from S. B. Mills—in fact, who would have
them to play alike? Yet this leveling objectivity
says, dogmatically, “ Thou shalt restrain thy indi-
viduality
—
play without color, and remember the
intentions of the composer” Who can tell to-day
what was the intentions of the composer?
A critic (I), after enumerating all the qualities
that go toward making a great player, gravely an-
nounces' that “ Herr Smashowski should notoob-
trude his personality so much.” Blow is the un-
fortunate man to help it? He can’t put his
personality in his dressing-sack in the green-room,
and bid it wait until he comes back- from the stage ?
No; there is a crying want for bold, individual
artists, who are not afraid to say, “ I am Smith or
Jones, and I will play as my Smith-like or Jonas-
like nature dictates—--following the composer as
closely as my musical disposition is in sympathy
with him.” Away with all this talk about the re-
alization of the eternal idea ! divine objectivity!
It is pernicious to art, and is producing a race of
wooden piano players. One reason why we like to
attend piano recitals, is the variety one gets from’
different executants, when they have not this “ob-
jective ” bee in their bonnets. We like to hear the .
blood in a man or woman’s playing. We enjoy the
strong, local flavor that comes from national char-
acteristics. But this technically perfect, colorless,
so-called, aesthetic school
—
pah ! it chills our blood.
If a man has a cold temperament, yet plays well, ap-
preciate his performance for what it is-—a musical,
logic machine (one can play Bach too cold).
Christiani, in his interesting book on “ Expression
in Piano-forte Playing,” made an ingenious little
table showing the various requisites for a good
artist. It may be a little too arbitrary, but it is
very suggestive. Do not suppose, by individual-
ity, we mean to encourage a reckless, self-willed
style ofplaying—laughing at tradition, etc. ; some-
thing in the manner of the “ Cowboy Pianist.”
On the contrary, the best and greatest artist is he
who has thoroughly assimilated all styles; and,
while having a reverence for tradition, neverthe-
less stamps everything he does with himself. The
condensation of technical material that is. being at-
tempted at the present time, is a step in the nght
direction
;
as anything that will lighten the shack-
les oftechnic, allows freer development o£ spiritual
ideas, and renders easier the presentations of self-
hood.
[For The Etude.]
HOW TO PLAY CHOPIN.
An examination of a few programmes of pianists will
reveal the fact that no two composers are more frequently
drawn upon than Schumann and Chopin. The immortal
works of Bach, the emotional geometrician, and Beetho-
ven, the prophet of humanity, are always present in their
undimmed freshness, and many a dazzling piece of bra-
vura wonderment from the uncanny brain of Liszt you
will find also, but the really divine compositions of Men-
delssohn, the most perfect of modern artists, are used
either in apology or in parentheses, and all admit that
the best blood of a piano recital programme is to be
found in the Schumann and Chopin numbers. To them,
more than to any other moderns, the world of piano
performers will apply the epithet great. The works of
Liszt are pronounced sensational, those of Mendels-
sohn tame
;
only the compositions of Schumann and
Chopin are esteemed worthy of enthusiasm. No one of
the army of virtuoso pianists will come forth as the
champion of Liszt’s peculiar views
;
no one boasts him-
self.a Mendelssohn player
;
but many a pianist is proud to
claim the title of Chopin player or Schumann player.
The world seems about equally divided between the Schu-
mannists and the Chopinists
;
and yet, horesco refevens,
there was a time, not very far behind our own enlightened
era, when Chopin was regarded by the periwig-pated mag-
nates of Germany as a silly sentimentalist, beneath the
consideration of earnest students
;
and Otto Singer, the
noted composer and pianist of Cincinnati, was advised
by Plaidy not to play Schumann in public, because it
was thought by the majority to be trash.
Olympian powers ! what changes come with the rolling
suns ! To-day nearly every pianist is, or thinks he is, an
interpreter of Chopin
;
but after nearly ten years spent in
a large city as a newspaper critic, in which capacity I
have listened to many performances of pianists, old and
young, I am constrained to say that no other composer is
so commonly or so completely misunderstood as Chopin.
' It is the recognition of this patent fact which incites in
me the desire to cast, if possible, a ray of light upon this
perplexed subject
;
and it would be a piece of ludicrous
arrogance on my part to thrust any ideas of my own upon
the attention of so scholarly a reading public as that of
The Etude, were.it not that I have had some lessons in
this special department of piano art from one of the
oldest resident musicians of this city, Mr. Werner Stein-
brecher, who was, some forty years ago, a pupil of
Chopin. Whatever may be thought of the authority at-
taching to the memory of so old a musician, one thing
will not be denied, that all the salient peculiarities- of
Chopin’s playing and teaching would not have faded out
No less an artist than W. H. Sherwood lately said, in
public, that he believed Chopin to have been one of the
greatest and most original teachers the world has 'ever
known
;
and he with joy welcomed the streams of influ-
ence which, flowing from his music and the tradition of his
playing, are counteracting the mechanical pedantries of
Plaidy and other prosaic pedagogues of the piano realm.
Thus emboldened to speak, I will endeavor to expound
a few of the cardinal laws of Chopin playing with which
I have become conversant.
First, the rubato tempo is the omnipresent element in !
Chopin’s music, of which all are aware, but which is ap-
prehended by a small minority.
Liszt tells us that Chopin at first indicated this feature
of his music by writing the words tempo rubato, but
afterwards discontinued the practice, since not to feel it
j
instinctively was to be incapable of delivering his music
|
at all. The primary law of the rubato tempo is that there I
should be little departure from the metronomic ticktack
j
of the rhythm effected by slight accelerations and sup-
plementary ritards, which exactly compensate for each
other, and thus bring out a given number of measures in
precisely the same time which would bp required by
themM hemmed in by a pendulum. To Becure this ad-
justment of compensative departure from the strict time,
it. is first indispensable to fix in tbe mind, as deep and
sure as adamant, a fundamental sense of equitable time-
division and for this purpose, In one’s early study, un-
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less one is phenomenally endowed with the intuitive sense
of rhythm, a vast deal of practice with the metronome, or
still better, with that ingenious and practical new instru-
ment, the Teehniphone, would be well. No one can pos-
sibly know whether he is keeping up that mutual balance,
which insures beauty and symmetry, ' unless by some
means there has been rooted
,
in the very inmost fibres of
the being a consciousness of timal proportions.
In trying to realize
.
the rubato, performers sin in two
ways—first, they make the departures from strict beats so
wide that the remembrance of them is lost; and, sec-
ondly, they make the changes not infrequently sudden,
even to abruptness, whereas they should be gentle and
graceful, as if suggested by the indwelling emotion of the
phrase while under the performer’s fingers. If you
would learn rubato tempo, take the summer wind for
your music master, let your living heart toy with the
clusters of tones, as the free wind of the summer sky
undulates the leaves of the compliant willow.
Second, allow me to express as a law, which might be
called a corollary to the rubato tempo, the custom of
Chopin to shorten all long notes, that greater time may
be had for the short ones, which are correspondingly
elongated. This rule is in all the works of Chopin, ab-
solutely without exception. His turns are always to be
played broadly, that is, with deliberation and full em-
phasis on each note
;
the same is true of the majority of
the roulades and scales.
I will try to illustrate this idea by a definite example,
which, however rude and merely approximate, will help,
as a stair of stones, however roughly cut, assists one
to climb a desired eminence. 'The first measure of the
Polonaise in E flat reads as follows (I express it verb-
ally, instead of noting it, for the sake of convenience)
:
Second line G a staccato eighth, the same a quarter, A
flat, G two even sixteenths, then G, F, E flat, a triplet
of sixteenths, and a similar triplet on E flat, D, C.
Now, to do this motive a la Chopin, detach the two G’s
with crystal clearness, then abridge the quarter till it loses
the last of the four-sixteenth values properly belonging
to it, and bring in the A flat one-sixteenth before its
proper time, that is, at the second sixteenth value of the
second beat of the measure. Thus, both the G and A
flat will be syncopated, the first a long, the second a short,
syncopation, but both a little off the square corners of the
measure, as if standing, undecided, on tiptoe. It used
to vex Chopin extremely if the pupil could not catch the
airy, featherlike, poise of the figure thus rudely sketched.
• In the third place, the method of Chopin, in accenting,
was peculiar, and, like all his qualities, illusory as the
inner tints of an ocean shell.
His triplet was like nothing so much as a fragile French
word, where no one should hammer the accent into the
fluent syllable. Ordinarily, triplets are to be well enun-
ciated with an acca^ on the first note, but not so with
Chopin, the capricious
;
there must be little or no ac-
cent on the first note, but on the middle or second note
there must be a scarcely perceptible delay or hesitation,
like the rose-leaf flutter of coquettish indecision. Let
the student, in the first measure of the E flat Polonaise,
j
above quoted, hold, as if a little uncertain, on the F and
the D in the last triplets, and he will get a notion of this
difficult effect.
In the fourth place, Chopin’s shadings range through a
wide gamut, from the dying breath of a summer zephyr
to the demoniac rage of winter tempest. It is mere lack-
adaisical sentimentality to play his music always in a
mood of complaint or regret, or even that of rich, morbid
enjoyment, as of ®ne proud of his griefs. There are
many moods in him that are only less masculine than
Beethoven himself, and at times a tone hard as hail and
as brilliant must be used. These wide extremes occur
even in the Nocturnes, as witness the intermezzo of the
one in F major, Op. 15, that fairy butterfly with the jewel
wings, and in the glorious one in 0 minor, Op. 48, which
might be called the evening revery of heroes, the tragic
lament of a choking sorrow.
Many of the Polonaises and Preludes of Chopin are
trials of energy and endurance for the greatest virtnosi,
and we know he often deplored his insufficient muscular
power when he himself played them.
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There are many other laws of the Chopin style, which
space forbids me to express, but these are obligatory.
In conclusion, let me counsel the conscientious pianist
to remember that in the music of Chopin he must take
his pulse as a metronome, and hasten or retard with the
flow and ebb of emotion, but avoid either extreme
;
for
neither palpitation of the heart nor fainting fits can teach
him to interpret Chopin, the greatest of purely piano-
forte composers. John S. Yah Cleve.
Cincinnati, July 22d, 1886.
DEVELOPMENT OF GENIUS.
INTERESTING STATISTICS IN REGARD TO FAMOUS MUSICIANS
AND WRITERS.
A writer in the London Spectator says : “ In a vetj
curious article which James Sully has published in this
month’s Nineteenth Century, he adduces evidence which
seems to establish not only that precocity is not neces-
sarily a sign of disease, but that exceptional capacity,
especially if it is of the original kind which comes within
the scope of the word ‘genius,’ is very apt to be preco-
cious. He shows that out of two hundred and eighty-
seven great musicians, artists, scholars, poets, novelists,
men of science and philosophers, two hundred and thirty-
one, or four-fifths, were precocious children, giving signs
of their unusual capacity in their special line of thought
long before they were twenty
;
indeed, in some eases
before they had emerged from comparative infancy.
Mozart was exhibited as a pianist before he was five, and
Mendelssohn’s first cantata was written at eleven
;
while
Beethoven at nine had outgrown his father’s musical
teachings
;
Raphael was a scholar in the studio at twelve
;
Titian painted a Madonna at the same age
;
Morland was
an accepted portrait painter, highly paid by his customers,
at ten
;
Landseer exhibited his pictures at thirteen, and
Flaxmann carved busts at fifteen
;
Goldoni at eight
sketched out a comedy
;
Calderon wrote a play at four-
teen
;
Goethe was a poet at fifteen
;
Beaumont composed
tragedies at twelve, arid Cowley’s epic, written at ten, is
said to be ‘ an astonishing feat of imaginative precocity. ’
Scott invented stories at twelve ; Dickens was a charm-
ing raconteur, the delight of his companions, at nine, and
Charlotte Bront6 wrote stories, as well as poems and plays,
at fourteen
;
Grotius was a scholar at twelve ; Person;
could repeat the whole of Horace and Virgil before he
was fifteen, and Macaulay at eight put together a com-
pendium of universal history. Newton was a mechan-
ician at school
;
La Place, while a mere lad, was a
mathematical teacher
;
Pascal at eighteen invented a cal-
culating machine, and Leibnitz thought out difficult phil-
osophic problems before he was fifteen. These are mere
selections from much longer lists
;
and, as in many eases
the capacity must have appeared and have escaped either
notice or record, we may take it that with men of genius,
precocity, sometimes of the most unusual, occasionally
of an almost miraculous kind, has been a rale. Of
course, the rule is not invariable, and, of course, also, it
is moat frequently observed in those departments of
thought in which, as in music and in painting, a certain
inherent aptitude of the senses is necessary as^a condi-
tion. Not only a brain, but a finger is necessary to the
great musical executant
;
and Raphael mast not only have
had a gifted mind, but exceptionally percipient eyes.
Young philosophers are scarcer than young musicians,
and there have been many boy painters for one boy dis-
tinguished in any science except mathematics, which
seems, like arithmetic, to have some unknown relation
to particular brains, calculating boys working out results,
it seems almost proved, by unconscious methods. At all
events, they often do not know their own processes, and
their power sometimes dies away in manhood as a mere
power of thinking hardly would do. The special powers
in childhood of a majority of men of genius would, how-
ever, jeem to be proved past question.
“ Why should a specially fine brain lose its fineness? Is
it not possible—we are not offering a theory, but asking
a questioa—that precocity arises riot from some difference
in the brain, but from some difference in the vigor, and,
therefore, the early development of the life Within the
brain
;
that the disparity is in the motor, of which we
know nothing, and not m the thing moved? Put it in
the materialising way, and may not the difference be not
in the collodion, but in the fluid which mokes it act?
There is some connection somewhere between the phe-
nomena of precocity and of late development which has
never been worked out yet. 'It seems wonderful that any
child, however trained, should paint well at five or punt
portraits at ten ; bat is it more wonderful that a man
over thirty should discover in himself a faculty he never
spected ? Yet that seems to have happened to De Foe
and Cervantes, Sebastian Bach, mid possibly Haydn- The
power must have been always ban , but the something
that vitalized it was wanting. May there not be, that is,
a thousand boys with the musical constitution, among
whom the box Is unlocked early in pm, bu£ might,
certain conditions, b« • - boon unloosed early in all ?
mamm
L LOCAL COLLEGES OF MUSI-
CIANS.
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS.
Editor of The Etude :
—
When the American College of Musicians was first pro-
posed by Mr. Bowman, I thought that the plan smacked
of “Trades-Unionism,” and so qpote him. Later, I
thought that the difficulty of defining tests in such a way
as to make sure that the persons passing them would have
artistic attainments as well as the purely technical ones
of playing, singing and theory, would prove too much
for any committee, since, in all the world, there is no
music school through which a dunderhead cannot pass
triumphantly, if only he is good at a “ cram.” The same
thing is true of literary colleges, as everybody knows.
It is xaany years, now, since I pointed out in Dwight’s
Journal of Music the fact that musical instruction rests,
and must continue to rest, on very different principles in
America from what it does in Europe. There the pupils
come to the teacher already made musical by their envi-
ronment. All that the teacher has to do is to give them
the technical instruction in playing, singing, theory and
the historic and aesthetic principles necessary for enabling
them to coordinate their ideas into a system, and thereby
become able to grasp the progress and achievements of
music as a whole. In America it is quite otherwise. The
pupils come to the teacher with only a desire of being
musical—sometimes without even that—but with only the
desire of learning a “ nice, clean, easy business,” with
as little use of unaccustomed brain cells as possible. In
Germany the environment makes the people musical.
It is there as it was in Italy, at the time of the triumph of
the great school of Italian painting, in the first part of
the sixteenth century. There were good painters by the
score, almost by the fifty, and amateurs able and inter-
ested to give valid criticism and intelligent appreciation,
also by the thousand. All the popular life was in a direc-
tion favorable to the development of picture-making
power. Tains, in his lectures on “ The Philosophy of
Art,” gives a graphic account of the situation. So in
Germany, the composers known to the world during the
past hundred years are to be counted by hundreds
;
they
are the tall peaks of a mountainous region, in which
there are great numbers of peaks but little less cele-
brated.
In any German city there are many excellent musi-
cians, well schooled, capable on occasion of turning out
an ode, a symphony, a cantata, or any other sort of oc-
casional music—it may not be inspired, it may not be
worth hearing in a subsequent century, but at least it
will be ©Direct, well written, and will show a familiarity
with the phraseology of polite musical society. Such a
work will be listened to by hundreds of hearers able to
appreciate its good points, and polite enough to express
to the composer himself their appreciation. In other
words, where the soil is rich there will be a plenty of
vegetation
;
or, to reverse the principle (for it is a double-
header), gigantic trees grow only on a strong soil, and on
a strong soil vegetation of some kind there is bound to
be. Hence, the music teacher in America, to return to
the place whence we digressed, is obliged to have recourse
to a variety of expedients for making his pupil musical,
such as would be unnecessary in & more favored land.
To grind them through the routine of orthodox studies
and graduate them in course, is not at all a sure way of
turning them out musicians. They have no mnsic inside
them
;
that is the reason why I have been in the habit of
insisting so much upon memorizing
; it eliminates the
incompetents
;
those who succeed acquire an interior en-
vironment of musical thoughts. The mane so taken into
consciousness reacts upon itself, one piece throws light
upon another, and in the end the playing becomes mu-
sical
—
provided, always, that the music has been properly
coordinated.
This difficulty seems to have been realized by the com-
mittees appointed to devise tests for the American Col-
lege of Musicians
;
and in my judgment they have there
appointed tests which no one can pass without possessing
musical qualities as well as technic. Bat we come now
to another difficulty, also foreseen and as yet not fully
mastered. It is that of getting the American College
tests adopted and operative in current musical instruc-
tion throughout the country. How can this be done?
It is known to every musical educator that the current
musical courses of the so-called conservatories and col-
leges, not to say those of private teaching, are very far
from coming up to the standard set by the American Col-
lege. The head of every one of these local schools has
his own notions aud prejudices, as well as his local rival-
ries. Even if he were sincerely desirous of conforming
to this higher standard, his patrons, he thinks, would
not sustain him in raising his lines of past examinations.
Hence, he does not think it possible to adopt or sustain
the proposed new tests.
Moreover, how is the difficulty of local examinations to
be met ? It is the same in music as in every other pro-
fession
;
the men who ‘ ‘ run ’ ’ the national societies are
not usually the men whose ideas do most for the advance-
ment of the profession. Or, to say it differently, the men
who run the national Societies are those who do the par-
ticular service of causing the profession to appear well in
the eyes of outsiders, rather than of conducing in any
high degree to the advancement of the profession to-
ward new knowledge. This is just as important a use
as any that can be rendered a profession
;
but, to use a
homely simile, it is “clothes” rather than “victuals and
drink.” To expect the entire United States to wait upon
the annus! meetings of the National Association of Music
Teachers, is absurd on the face of it. Out of the thou-
sands of students all over the country are there to be no
more good musicians, one yg&r with another, than Mr.
Sherwood and two or three others can examine in one
day or two, in every year? And then there is the ques-
tion of traveling expenses, etc. On the other hand, it
is equally impracticable for the annual meeting to ap-
point local boards of examiners in such a manner as to
avoid local jealousies. Where there are rival schools to
eminent private teachers, as in every large city—teach-
ers commonly having a class of pupils much above the
average talent of the conservatory pupils—why should
these be sent to the head of one of the local colleges for
certification, when the same head, in a series of years,
had shown himself unable to reach the usual average of
the private teacher? Or among the private teachers
urn* f i* 9. wr-itli* Hitt *111 *u
to Mr. Eddy, or to Mr. Liebling, or to Mme. Neilson or
Mrs. Watson for examination ? Or why should either of
them send their pupils to me ? Just as soon as this sub-
ject is opened, we encounter this kind of difficulty with-
out end.
Nevertheless, there is the “Diploma Trade” to be
considered; a trade of such magnitude that almost all
the schools make their living from it. The general public
may know very little about music, but when it pays its
money it is desirous of getting the best. Hence, it flocks
to the schools which pretend, to give a thorough musical
education, and to certify the fact under corporate seal
whenever the pupil shall have completed the courses.
That this is the ease, is one of the most gratifying facts
in the present condition of music in this country. The
practical working of it, however, is to place some of the
best private teachers at a disadvantage, as compared with
those gifted fellows who possess the American savoir
faire, of being able to “ keep a hotel,” in other words, to
“ run ” a musical college. The private teachers are in
the same box, in this unequal contest, that the small dry
goods or shops are with reference to the big stores. The
big store may not be so fortunate as the old lady who
was able to go on indefinitely selling below cost, because
she did such a very large trade, but at least it can thrive
on a smaller percentage of profit. Hence, for the pri-
vate teachers to set up other little opposition colleges, is
not to meet the case. The two great conditions of suc-
cess in America, according to Mr. Haverly, are “ magni-
tude and merit.” If the small colleges try to travel on
these legs, they must inevitably conke to grief.
The problem is a difficult one-^fmt I think it can be
city our local College of Musicians, composed of all the ,
teachers of approved standing. Let it be duly incorpo-
rated, with all the self-perpetuating power needed It
may, if it chooses, adopt the tests of the American Col-
lege of Musicians, or it can modify them
;
it would be by
far the best to adopt them without change, prefixing a
lower degree, if thought desirable. It is now ready to
examine and pass (or “pluck,” if the case calls for it),
all who apply for examination
;
not alone the pupils of
the members, individually, but also any others who may
desire to have their attainments tested. All that should
be insisted upon would be the standard
;
the route by
which the pupil should have come there would be left to
the individual teachers. Is it not plain that such an ex-
amining body would carry, and deserve to carry, a
greater local consideration than aay local college coaid
hope to, except after a long course of unquestionable
well-doing? To be sure it would. Suppose, for instance,
that the Chicago College of Musicians, composed of
Messrs. Eddy, Ledochowkowski, Liebling, Ziegfeld, Glea-
son, Phelps, Mrs. Eddy, Mrs. Cole, Root, Mrs. Watson,
Mrs. Neilson, Lewis, Miss Ingersoll, Wild, De Prosse,
Baldwin, Miss Hiltz, etc., should award Miss Julia Riv6
Smith or Mr. John Beethoven Jones a diploma, does not
every one see that it would be worth much more than
the diploma or certificate of any one of them separately,
even if in granting it he were to act in the most potent
of his corporate capacities? The conditions of passing
could be made more severe in such a college than in any
private institution.
The incidental meetings of such a body would also per-
form the uses of a learned body within the ranks of the
local profession, and 'would be the proper field for the
presentation of new ideas, etc. This is the way, as it
seems to me, and the only way, in which the advanced
ideas of the American College of Musicians can be made
locally operative. In this way it cm he done. Why not ?
Chicago, July 20th, 1886.
The need of a Congress of Musicians was never so
great as at present. There are many ambiguities in
musical notation which need to be definitely settled,
and can only be by a meeting of leading composers and
teachers. Among the points on which even good mu-
sicians are at sea are the following :
—
1. What is the proper subdivision of the sextolet?
2. What rules can be followed in playing of turns ?
8. What is the true mordent?
4. What is the meaning and use of the word “Asdss-
tino ” ?
6.
Which fingering shall come entirely into use, Euro-
pean or American (English) ?
6. Why not immediately change the German H and B,
which came into use through a clerical error, into B and
B flat?
7. Why not abolish the English style of quarter rest,
which so closely resembles the eighth as to be confusing,
and use the German sign ?
8. Why not do away with the English nomenclature
—
semibreve, minim, etc.—which has been meaningless
since a. d. 1600, and use the German system of whole
note, half note, etc. ?
There are many other vague points in our music on
which teachers and composers differ, and which can only
be made entirely clear by a great musical convention, not
ofAmerican musicians only, but of aU the eminent leaders
in the art.—Musical Herald.
An intelligent musician is as broad in his judgment of
fellow professionals as his own education. It is the man
who feels himself weak that is ungenerous and narrow in
his estimate of others.
.
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pair oi narps. JLney are called tne organs of Uorti, alter
their discoverer, and are located in the ear. They are
estimated to have eight thousand seven hundred strings,
beingj of coarse, microscopic, and varying in length from
I
one Ive-hundredtha to one two-hundredths of an inch.
I If yon hold a properly-tuned violin near &, piano when
the E string is struck, the E violin string will vibrate and
Bound too
;
so with all the rest. Now, the eight thousand
I seven hundred strings of the human ear-harp have such
a wide compass that any appreciable sound in the uni-
verse has the corresponding tone string, and the sound
is conveyed through the connecting filament to the audi-
tory nerve, thence to the sensorinm, and thus a knowl-
edge of the sound is received bv the mind.
[For Turn Etude. ]
RELAXATION OR REST
[For Thk Etude.)
THE STUDY OF MUSIC.
BY H. SHKUWOOD VIBXJfG,
Much is written, on Piano Technic ” as to the best
means of developing the nervous and muscular system
used in piano playing,
a very important factor in the ears and rest of this
|
ing his musical faculties to the utmost
system
;
and, at the same time, a j
rapid development of it ? I refer to relaxation of nerve
|
Results can never be measured when
and muscle,
with the body, for five successive minutes, we are in
great danger of suffcringl-from
and muscles thus used.
On the other hand, we may raise and lower raj
that position, for more
without the least danger of strain, sad, indeed, with little
j
pupil,
fatigue. This proves that we can stand bat a
an unremitting use of nerve and muscle.
It, proves, farther, that rest is found in relaxation, how-
ever short the period of relaxation may be. The wink-
ing of the eye, hardly noticeable, so short and rapid is it,
j
choose a musical profession
saves ns from paralysis of the iris, by cutting off
1
the
light for a part of a second, and thus producing alternate
contraction aad relaxation of its maaeles.
If we hold the eye ©pen for a considerable length of
time, admitting the light without cessation, there is dan-
ger of blindness.
At first thought the human heart seems to mg a iarelggs,
ceaseless organ of unrest,,, Yet, after eveiy heart pats®,
there Is perfect relaxation. So, that, in Iks twenty-four
hours of each day, it has had its eight hours’ t* night ” of
rest—rest, mofr-slamlber j for the ©uiy need of sleep is to
replenish that great eagune and nerve centre of life—the
brain.
„
AH involuntary muscles of all organs have She laws of
rest in their ragolar sad alternate eontractions and re-
laxations. Every volantey muscle may be rested, if the
sM km been suffieleatly developed, without slumber.
We may walk until fatigued, and masl wittionfe sleep, so
may we do with, oar srass, oar hands, oar ©yes, onr eara,
in short, every organ bat the brain, the source and seat
of all force. Every movement of the body, every thought
of the mind, draws from this reservoir. If the highest ambition of the staden
We should take the involuntary muscles and organs for the concert stage, his standard of excellence is lowered
;
our model, and by the application of our will, give rest to he studies for effects, and is diverted from more worthy
all voluntary muscles, by allowing proper relaxation after attainment. Surely, the gratification of applause from
each contraction. an uncultivated and capricious public, influenced often
In this nervous, excitable age, we must study and care by chance circumstances and sensationalism, without any
for this complex, bat well-balanced, mechanism of ours reference to ferae artistic worth and merit, is not worth
—the human body. the winning. Certainly, the advantages thus gained can
The pedestrian who consumes the least nerve energy, never compensate for the strain upon delicate nerves,
and who walks the longest and with the least fatigue, is and the necessary sacrifice of par* music to popular
the one who, while resting the weight of the body on one effects. ' The true artist, in the effort to please a cold,
limb, comes the nearest to an entire relaxation in the promiscuous audience, can seldom be ferae to his higher
other. • instincts, or do justice to himaelf or his art, and thus
The pianist who plays with the greatest ease and least wisely, as far as possible, avoids so trying a position,
fatigue is the one who has the power to keep the hand Playing in public should be but an incidental result of
free and easy, who can nse a muscle and then relax it. study and never the sole aim.
Such an one is free from stiffness and cramps; and “ Fbr the sake of knowledge, for levs of art,” should
Solo. Fantasie Lyrique, De Beriot; Tarantelle, Moss it is only after the student has learned this law of
J
be sufficient answer to the questions so often asked of the
xowski.
i relaxation, that he is able to single out the various
j
student who continue! his musical studies, yet seeks no
Western College, Toledo, Iowa. Herbert Oldham, Musical
[
individual muscles, and develop them independent of I ogqsorteaity to perform in public. “ Why, then, do you
Director.
J
one another. - study musk*? What is it all for?” That the answer
Yura Thouunto us, Costas Inventions, No. 1, Bach ; Onr hands and arms are mode of bundles of muscles, would be usuw^runintdlij^lde; that it would be often
1
ms, Mo.
,
B m; Aufesmv , g, l 2, So. 2, Md to obtain an ea^, free as® of ay one ©f these as»- met with a *ra3e of incredulity ©r pity., is certainly aot
Op. 12, No. 4, Schumann ; lood-Bye, Tpstij Ox V«i»- cies, mean* Ac doing away wito faction and fee consom- feofc off the «t
!
lawns, Beethoven ; Polonaise, Op. 89, Beethoven ; Sere- ing of nerve energy by neighboring muscles. This tsm Let as endeavor, through the life-long study of marie,
nata, Op. 16, No. l, Moskowski: Erl-King, Schubert
— b© done only by relaxation. to gain axpwc - !w» forwhat is fer beyond speech, thought
^tta^dk?
t
*!
OTen
*
MyDream, In view of these facts,— and feeBag fin the abstract, that which establishes a rela-
* JFtrrf, The saving of nerve force. SmmdL, The givfef Isfckm or omm^ism between the soul and thg& which is
Him Mary M. Ferguson, SaUm, Va. of rest to ports in active service, !PMrd. The assurance : eye«d it the sprit itself, pan- and perfect, Kiting as
Owtan, K««>, Organ and Violin, Op. 198, DisbelU j of srinuM j and, Jbwfk The great asriataaee ran* into a amtffea of dm Great Beyond.
.toMo. ****"**
"mm, Beethoven; Pieno Doet, Dm Foetilkm, Volk otreeelvs onr earnest attention and careful oonridera-
aunu, Daat, Sonata, Mount; Mas#* Grips and lion f Misife Teacher: "Your 4hnghtar, Mrs. lona^ kiataal ;
J}*®*Tp& Trwmmtm. Schumann; Kano Duet, War- Thesafcr^ rmlmkk none force by sleep; hat hi as mnrioal talent. Sheoaghttohavaathoroagh training.
”
Snastj fioin^D^Kano Aoeoapariawt, Andante rnlantion
Ca^ahiU, Danela; Kano DuetTidiemianGiri. Balfei «f An •achaT' *. and wa agreed to tire a competent teacher for
The student of music, at the beginning of his career,
should determine within himself to be thoroughly in
But do we not often overlook
j
earnest
;
fully impressed with the importance of develop-
;
never question-
great assistant in the
J
lug to what use he may put his acquired knowledge.
I
-- 1 we give ourselves,
If wo hold out the arm at right angles
] heart and soul, to any worthy cause.
It should be with the student an accepted fact that the
paralysis of the nerves study of music, as an art and a science, is education in
its fullest sense
;
that its natural effect is to discipline the
pidly to mind, broaden the ideas, quicken the receptive faculties,
than doable the length of time, and increase the power of concentration. When the
as well as the teacher, shall assert this high ap-
ahorb time
|
predation of the art, to which he feels called to devote
himself, wo may hope to do away with the prevailing
idea that lausie is merely a light accomplishment, and
need be studied only in a superficial manner
;
that to
is to renounce all hope of
success in life, either as regards usefulness or prosperity.
That the profession is so seldom remunerative, pecunia-
rily, is a reflection upon an uncultivated and unappreci-
ative community.
- As few enter upon the study of marie without having
a love and ®a aptitude for it, it would mem that the earn-
est spirit and the true endeavor were foregone conclu-
sions, and the common enlightenment already assured ;
but, ala® I this is far from being the cass. Too often a
ydnth, with music ,s running in Mb head” and oozing
out at the ®*ia of Ms fingers, either at the keys or on
paper, iaagisea himself a genius, and, from the praise
of admiring Mends, conceives an ambition for the praise
of an admiring public, and thinks easily to win it. Noth-
ing mu be more fallacious 1 Either as a composer or
& performer, Ms natural gifts depended upon aright, will
only be I^eenfrrea to constant effort, while the field
of endeavor is ever broadening to his vision. A student
content with wk*t he cm do out. of Mmsdf, will never
reach a worthy goal, because to him there is no such
Concerto, C major, Allegro Con Brio, Beethoven ; a. Ah
!
'Tis a Dream (with second piano accompaniment), Las-
sen
;
6. Flyaway, Nightingale, Rubinstein ; Duets, Bal-
let music from Opera Feramors, Rubinstein ; Double
Trio, Vanne e Colei, Costa.
SL Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Ind,
Chorus, Invitation to Dance, Max Oesten ; Essay,
Pearl of Great Price, Miss Carney ; Second Polonaise,
F. Liszt
;
Song, Swiss Boy, J. F. Pixis ; Grand Concerto,
Opus II, F. Chopin ; Quartette, Ave Maria, J . Brahms ;
Bssai, La fin couronne 1’ oeuvre, Miss M. Bruhn ; Sisto,
Miss M. Fuller ; Song, With Verdure Clad, Haydn ; Sec-
ond Ballad, F. Liszt ; Solo and Chorus, The Water
Nymph, Ant. Rubinstein.
Wnwermiy of Wisconsin , Madison. F. A. Parker
,
Musical Director.
The Forty-second Psalm, As the Hart Pants, for
Chorus, Orchestra and Soprano Solo, Mendelssohn
;
Quartette No. S, in C, for Piano, Violin, Viola and
Violoncello, Beethoven ; Song, Spring-tide, Becker
Part Song, Vineta, Abt ; Song, The King’s Minstrel,
Pinsuti
;
Piano Solo, Concerto in G minor, Mendelssohn
Aria, Elsa’s Traum (Elsa’s Dream) from Lohengrin,
Wagner.
A. W. Gale, Monroe, Mich.
Marche Hongroise, for two pianos, Wollenh-aupt ; a.
Soldier’s March, Schumann ; b. The Happy Farmer,
Schumann
;
e. Rondo in 0 major, Steibelt; Ventre a
Terre, Galop de Bravoure, Kowalski; Ladies’ Chorus,
Summer Fancies, Metra ; Heather Rose, Lange ; Marche
Heroique, Op. 27, No. 1, two pianos, Gobbaerts ;
Tarantella, two Pianos, Heller ; Piano Solo, Op. 36,
No. 4-6 Gade
;
Violin S*lo, Bohemian Girl, Winner
Song, Angel’s Serenade, Braga ; a. Berceuse, Op. 8,
Von Wilm ; 6. Polish Dance, Op. 3, No. 1, Scharwenka
e. Concert Waltz, Op. 22, Mattel ; Wedding March, for
wo Pianos, Organ and Orchestra, Mendelssohn.
Miss Lizzie Lake, Topsfield
,
Mass.
_
May-Pole Dance, four hands, Sidney Smith ; Duet,
Dews of the Summer Night, Dudley Buck ; Aria, from
La Traviata, Ah forse lui, Verdi; Song, Angus McDon-
ald, Roekel ; Piano Solo, Waltz Caprice, Wienawski
Song, The River of Years, Marzials; Song, Everywhere,
Bachmann; Piano Solo, Whispering Wind, Wollenhaupt
Song. I know an Eye so softly bright, Reichardt ; Trio,
Sxeeisior, Berger.
Kansas University. Wm. MacDonald, Mtm.ca-1 Director.
Sonata in A, for Violin and Piano, Mozart ; Songs, a.
'The Malden’s Wish, Chopin
;
6.- The Asra, Rubinstein
<Con’oerto in A minor, Schapmnn ; The Evening Star
Soutanes from Tannhauser), Wagner ; Piano, Valseprice, Rubinstein ; Song, My. Queen, Blumentbal
Fest-Klaage (Symphonic Poem), Liszt.
MiUmukec School of Music. John 0. Fillmore
,
Director,
Prelude and Fugue in F minor, J. S, Bach; Song,
Last Night Kjeralf
;
Prelude in E stinor, Mendelssohn
Arabeske, Ravina; Tocato, Paradisi; Etudes Op. 10,
No. 6 and No,. 12, CShopin ; Song of tha Old Ball ; Alle-
gro from Vienna Carnival Prank, Schumann j Violin
gently, it is necessary to ascertain at least three
points concerning it
;
First, What is its general character ?
Second. What are the individual ideas In it ?
Third. The relative importance of the individ-
ual ideas.
5. The general character of a piece is to he in-
ferred from the tempo and esspremwn mark* at the
commencement and at other points throughout
the piece. If"''these are wanting, the reader must
consider carefully the general character of the
melody and the rhythm, and judge from these, m
well as he can, what its proper style of .delivery
should be. (See § 85.) - ^
6^ In analyzing a piece into its individual Idem,
the first step to take is to divide it into its succes-
sive chapters, or paragraphs, according to it*
structure.
Patting ourselves in the compeer’s place, wa
have for a start a single little melodic idea, called
a motive
,
or text ; this is repeated perhaps, in a
higher or lower pitch, or a second motive 'is added
'to it, and thus we have a jihra&e. The phrase to
obtained has the air of expectancy, or of proposing
^subject for consideration. The composer next
builds a second phrase (likewise composed of two
motives, or of one motive twice repeated) of such
a character as to partially answer the expectation
of the first ; and thus we have a section. Than
follows a third phrase, which in a majority of
eases in simple
' music Is nothing more 'than, an
exact repetition of the first (although it may just
as well be something entirely new), and this has
the effect of intensifying the expectation awakened
by the first phrase, winch is always the mfy’ect of.
the musical sentence. It Is the business ©f the
fourth phrase to completely answer this expecta-
tion, and to lead the musical sentence to a com-
plete and satisfactory ending. Thus we have m
complete sentence, or stanza, which in music is
called a period. The simple period is like a stanza
,
of four lines of verse, the phrases answering to
the lines of the stanza, as thus;
GENERAL PLAN OF SXMPLK PSXIOD IN MUSIC.
Antecedent Section. Consequent Section. $
Annmemng txfsctatian.
g
Satisfyrmg;f.K^ectaUem -
^*^raseT’'
V
" S Phrase. PS»*6. ®
Subject of the Partially a*. «sj FrtfHtnily Smt. 7%s gmcimim §>
Sentence. rtxtrrstgiH. g vefsaUd. tf mil. . §
Motive. Mot. '^Uot^' Mat.
mechanical performance, the individual ideas m
ike piece - are clearly expressed. These individual
ideas are of various sorts. There is almost always
a melody, and generally an accompaniment to it,
which consists of chords, either played as such or
broken into arpeggios. Then the melody itself
consists of successive periods or sentences, some
of which are likely to have modifying clauses.
The third stage of excellence is that in which
net only are the individual ideas clearly expressed,
but they are so distinguished from each other by
means of different degrees of force and other va-
rieties of expression, that the principal idea of
the piece is brought out Into its properprominence,
and the less important ones are proportionately
subordinated.
2.
. These latter two stages belong to the artistic
execution of the piece. When the individual
ideas of a piece are clearly expressed, the piece is
well phrased. When they are so expressed as to
give them their proper relative importance
,
and in
ike style and spirit ikmi the author intended
,
the
piece is said to Be interpreted.
8. Phrasing, then, is the expression of the
individual ideas which a piece contains. It in-
volves three things; joining tones into cokererne
(by means of legato), separating clauses 'and sen-
tences (by means of st&eeafo), and shaping the
phrases (by means of varying force) in such a way
that each receives its proper effect. Is order to
be phrased well the pice© must have been cor-
rectly analysed, and the necessary technic of
touch mast have beaa acquired.
^ .
QUESTIONS.
How many stages of progress are there in playing a piece
well? Describe the first—the second. Mention some of the dif-
ferent kinds of indi?i <ksl ideas a piece may contain. Describe
the third stage.
Which of these stages belong to the artistic execution of the
piece ? When is a glee® said to be “ well phrased ? ” When is it
•‘interpreted”? Define phrasing. What three dements are in.
vobted in it ?
A good example of this, which is called the
simple period^ is furnished by the Haydn subject,
in No* 4.
This repealed completes the first phrase. The
second phrase consists of two unlike motives, the
first of which is composed of a still -smaller motive
three times repeated, as indicated by the brackets.
//•An JinirF
r * j m w
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This completes the first sections which comes to
a partial dose, because it ends on the fifth of the
key instead of the tonic. A complete close can
be made only on the tonic.
The third phrase is exactly like the first, except
that the baas is mad© livelier by being broken into
sixteenths, and the little trill on E is changed to a
grace note. (See Measures 5 and 6, p. 14.)
The fourth phrase begins like the second, but
the second .motive ©f it is new, and leads to -a
complete close on the tonic.
Let now this entire period be played straight
through, and the symmetry and simplicity of its
structure will be plainly perceived.
Another example of the simple period, some-
what different in structure, is found in the first
eight measures of the first study. In this the
third phrase starts off with a new motive, intro-
duced fm the purpose of enlivening the rhythm,
which ’ up t© that point has been nearly all id
quarter-notes. •
There are very few of the studies in this book
which exhibit a perfectly simple period structure.
Thus, the first period of No. 2, has sixteen
measures, and the third phrase is entirely differ-
ent from the first. (See p. 12, Measures $-12.)
In No. 2, p. 12, the principal motive is six
times repeated in every period.
No. S has an opening section of regular struc-
ture, but the second introduces a new subject and
leads to a considerable digression, so that the pe-
riod is extended to eleven measures. (See p. 1 S.)
Such formations as these are analogous to the
fanciful stanzas, composed of long and short lines
in irregular number, such as some poets affect.
In all cases the end of the period is to be looked
for in a perfect dose on the key note ; or some-
times in the introduction of a new subject which
itself is developed into a period. But to what-
ever extent a period may be span oat, if it ever
completes itself so as to express an idea, it most
contain an antecedent section, proposing t «ab|s@#. ;
and a consequent section, answering it, awl dosing
In its own principal key^-^Between these tv
essential element* other matters may interveis.®, or
at the clog© of the period the cadence may be re-
peated or & coda added ; but tits© musics! sentence
when complete always has its subject and predi-
cate, i. its antecedent and, consequent.
7 . In taking up a new piece for analysis, the
best-method of procedure is to trace its develop-
ment, motive by motive, and phrase by phase,
reeisely as already pointed out, marking the
ounds of the phrases, sections and periods by
suitable signs. In this way the individual ideas
of the melody will be fully discovered.
Having ^ascertained these, the next step is to
study the harmonic treatment, which can gener-
ally be done by playing the left-hand part alone.
If this consists of broken chords, m In period I
of Bo. 7, all the notes of the broken chord should
be struck together, as if written in chords. Hav-
ing learned the sequence of chords in this way,
the part should then be played aa written, giving
particular attention to the even performance of
the individual tones, and to a proper accentuation
of the measure. In this way the harmonic and
rhythmic ideas of the accompaniment will be as-
certained.
8. In regard to the structure of the piece as a
whole, the following will suffice for the present.
A piece is said to be in unitary, binary @r ternary
form according as it cont-aias ©no, two or three
fully developed independent melodies. In this
book, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 18, 16 smd 17 are
unitary forms. The easiest to ®@a©riie are those
containing the least material, namely. No®. 1 and 4.
Nos. 8, 6, 7, 10 and 16 *yr© binary forms, because
they contain second subjects.
9. The individual ideas of a piece having been
thus studied in detail, and their performance hav-
ing been mastered separately, it remains to decide
upon their relative importance, in order to to inters
pret the piece as to convey the composer's inten-
tion. Concerning this part of tie work the
.
following principles will perhaps be sufficient for
present needs, and they apply aUk:© to the sim-
plest and the most elaborate compositions
:
1st. Melody is always to be considerably more
prominent than its accompaniment. When the
melody is in the bass it most be still more forcibly
enunciated, sine© the hearer is set looking for a
melody in that part. Melodic ideas that answer
one another in Afferent parte, as in No. 17 (
4t Hap-
py Enough ”), must be clearly enunciated.
2d. Every period consists essentially of three
momenta : repose, motion, repose. It starts from
silence, increases and reaches a climax, and then •
subsides into repose. Commonly it reaches a par-
tial repose at the close of the first section. In
the second section it resumes its motion, reaches
a full climax, and ends in repose. These crescen-
dos and diminuendos, and especially the climax,
are very important elements of expressive playing.
QUESTIONS.
In order to perform a piece of mask intelligently, wkst three
things mast tie known abow' it? How is the genera! shasaste
of a piece to be ascertained? What is the first step towards
ascertaining the individual ideas of a piece? With what 4ms *
{decs begin? Whet is a motive? a phrase? a period? Play a
jpttrihd, aad «sspkia its stastes.
’
:;3Sm two trims examples.
What are the two essential elements ofVperiod?'' Describe lie
method off studying a new piece. What is meant by unitary and
binary forau? {If this is not understood, refer lie pupil to the
studies which are in these forms respectively.) I® ascertaining
the relative importance of the ideas in a piece, what principle*
iiesM fee observed?
member it -do not try to stutter it oat, but wMm
again to the notes. Observe now whore yon
lost the thread* Plmy the phrase slowly by the
notes twice. Conceal the notes as before sad fay
how much you can remember. Generally you will
remember it all. Ifnot, repeat the process.
.
Then
take the left hand part of the first phrase. P«>
eeed with this as. with the other. When it is
learned, try both together. If anything has be-
come indistinct, first try whether you ema think It
out without referring to the notes. ' If not, refer
to them and then play the phrase with both hands.
You will now have spent considerable time in
learning only on® phrase, but then ym 1mm that,
8. Learn the second phrase in exactly the same
way, each hand singly .at first, following all the
steps already recounted. When this is done, then
play the two phrases in succession. You now
have four measures of your piece.
4. Proceed in precisely the same way with the
third and fourth phrases. When each la learned.
1©. The habit of playing without notes is the
next best to “ playing by ear.” The latter mode,
although often and indeed generally imperfect in
details, is, nevertheless, much more charming and
inspiring than the most correct and well-schooled
performance from notes. The latter is somewhat
cold ; the former warm and full of musical life.
It is the ideal of study to enable every pupil to
perform Ms pieces with such freshness and spirit
m to make them seem like improvisations. This
quality in playing is by far too rarely attained by
students. However talented they may have ap-
peared in childhood, and howevef spirited their
performance of the little airs then played by ear,
they soon lose it all in favor of a merely cold cor-
rectness. All this is wrong and due to improper
modes of
.
study. Had they continued their early
habit of playingby heart, their performance would
never have lost its freshness.
The practice of memorizing is recommended to
all ; to the gifted in order that they may retain
their original charm of playing ; to those some-
what less quick of ear, in order that they may in
this way fill their minds with musical thoughts
(phrases and melodies), and not only be always
ready to pl&y, but able to do so with that freedom
which is possible only when the player thorough-
ly knows hid piece.
With a little care any pupils, capable, of a good
recitation in any other study, will find it quite
practicable to memorize one of these studies for
every lesson. If they do this, their phrasing and
interpretation will be much better than if they
do not. They will also have a number of short,
tasteful and attractive pieces to play when called
on, and will at the same time be laying important
foundations for artistic attainment in the future.
They may also reflect, if they choose, that even
with this addition a music lesson is a© more bur-
densome than any other.
11. In order to memorize a piece of music three
conditions are essential
:
1. Slow practice,
2. Close attention,
8. A little st a time.
These are also the conditions of improvement
in the quality of playing, and here, again, the at-
tempt to memorise is often the Indispensable con-
dition of improvement.
RUMSBo
1. Observe first the division of the piece into
periods and phrases.
2. Learn the first phrase, the right hand part
alone. Read it twice by the notes, then itnmedi-
phrase by phrase, and each hand separately. - And
so on until the whole piece is learned.
6. When vou return to the piece the next day,
first sit quietly and see whether you earn think t%e
music through in your mind, juM as dearly m it
sounds when played. If you can, you can play it,
though but slowly if it is difficult. If not, refer
again to the notes for the point where you lost the
thread. Flay the period twice through with the
notes, slowly ; then without them, and yon will
find it easy.
{Note : In various places above the direction is
given to read the passage twice by not© before try-
ing t© play it without notes. The msmm of this
is that twice is ss good- as ten times. The first
two times you pay attention ; afterwards less and
less.) #
"
This-mocle of study will doubtless eeem tedious
at first ; and after a considerable expenditure of
time but a small result will have been reached.
Still, in fact, progress is much more rapid in this
way than by the usual method of study. And
all that is gained is acquired in a form to b© aval§|
able and useful.
All the studies in this set sr© easy to memorize,
since the longest contains no more than six .peri-
ods. Perhaps Mos. 1, 8, 6, 10, and 11 are the
easiest' of all. But Jet this be remembered, name-
ly i pupils who can not memorise are exactly those
who can never play well without. Anybody able
t© learn such verses as 44 Mary hmi a little lamb,”
can memorize any of the studies in this book by
following the dlreeMeas above. ' --
QUESTIONS.
Which generally sounds best, playing “ by ear” or “ by acts” ?
Can you refer to players among your acquaintances who illustrate
this difference ? ' What is the ideal of stud; ? To .who® . is the
practice of memorizing recommended ? Why to the talented?
Why to others ?
What are the three conditions ofsuccessful memorising? Repeat
the first rule. State how one should proceed in order to learn the
first phrase of a piece. How the second ? The third ? The
fourth ? How do you join together what you have thus learned ?
What is the sixth sale ? Why is it directed to read a phrase only
twice by note before trying to remember it ? Why should dwl
pupils memorize ? Who is too dull to succeed at it?
A ’ \J> &.
mmed
ately conceal the notes by placing another sheet
before them, and try how much you can remem-
ber. Try twice to remember. If you do not re-
12. The principal means of phrasing me tin
legato and staccato, by which tones are joined o:
separated in sound.
,
18. Legato is that mode of tone-production ii
which every tone is prolonged until the next on<
20, Staccato is effected in a number of differ-
ent ways, all of which must be studied.
Wrist, or hand, staccato is produced by a hand
touch exclusively, the finger remaining slightly
curved but impassive, the keys being struck by a
movement of the hand at the wrist. To improve
this touch play the scale slowly, and afterwards
more rapidly, from one to two octaves, with a sin-
gle finger. Do not fail to do this with every fin-
ger, especially with the thumb and little finger,
as it has a beneficial effect upon, the octave play-
ing.
. .
,
21. Finger staccato is made with the point of
.sfche finger, moving at the second joint so that in
striking the key the point' of the finger move*
toward the palm of the hand. In this exereiae
the metacarpal joints are not Hexed. This touch
does not produce a large tone, but it gives sharp-
ness and brightness. It is beet obtained by the
practice of tremolo exercises like the following,
. carried through an octave or the scale.
15. la piano-playing the legato is of two grades :
a dose legato such m is suitable for connecting the
tones of a singing melody ; and the light legato,
suitable for runs and passages lacking the positive
aignifioau.ee of melody.
16. The dose legato is produced by a touch suf-
ficiently firm to elicit the full singing tone of the
instrument, and a decided “ clinging pressure” of
the finger upon the hey pressed down
,
until the next
following key is struck, (Bee note at the end of
this chapter.)
17. The light legato is that mode of playing in
which the touch and clinging pressure 'are both
lighter than in the close legato. In this mode the
legato is carefully sustained by holding down one
key until the next is struck, as in the preced-
ing, but the touch is not so heavy as in the previous
ease, and consequently a full singing tone is not
obtained.
18. In order to acquire a more perfect legato,
the following exercises should be played several
limes & day.
KXJ5ECISK FOE THE CLINGING TOUCH.
which is made by striking the key while in ike ad
of violently shutting the hand. It is essential to the
fullness and elasticity of this touch that the hand
be allowed to bound upwards from the keys as it
doses. In the rebound the hand rises about three
inches above the keys, moving at the wrist,- the
^7 ims n -
rag, effecting a legato by means of the pedal.
CS©© Schumann's Kaehtstuok in F, op. 28.)
To secure this touch, at fist practice single
tones with the second linger of the right hand.
Extend the hand straight, about two inches above
the keys ; then violently shut it in such a way as
to strike a key with the second finger while shut-
ting (the point of the finger does "not for a' mo-
ment pause on the key, but sweeps violently
towards the palm of the hand, which at the close
©f the movement it must touch, but be immedi-
ately relaxed) | at the very moment when the
finger strikes the key, the hand rebounds, as de-
scribed in the previous paragraph. This is to be
practiced with every finger.
’Slow. J=6Q.
rate of mommeni and maimer of performance,, suck,
as adagio, allegro, presto, seherzando, etc.
26. The observance of phrase-marks of every
description is indispensable to a truthful repro-
duction of the composer’s intention. It is neces-
sary, therefore, to leara carefully the meaning and
use of all of them, and to acquire the habit of
obeying them in playing, for which purpose the
explanations following in this chapter must be
thoroughly mastered, and every study in this book
reviewed until every phrase-mark is properly ob-
served. The observance of these marks, although,
at first troublesome and acquired .with considera-
ble difficulty, will after a time become habitual
and easy. In fact, the phrase-marks are merely
explanatory, and for the convenience of the
player. In most cases any good player would be
able to supply them himself, were ’ they entirely
omitted from the text, since they only point out
the expression which naturally belongs to the
Eiastic touch**J * •/ ® 9 %
i »
“ Mason’s Two -Finger Exercises” (Mason’s
Pianoforte Technics p. 51), in the different forms,
employ all these touches, and they are therefore
extremely advantageous sa a preparation for
phrasing.
.
'
[Mot®.—-Although it. is apparently true that no
pressure on a piano key after it is struck can affect
the tone then sounding, except in so far as it may
prevent the damper from falling too soon on the
strings (for which purpose a light pressure is suf-
ficient), it is nevertheless true that a close legato
is more easily produced and with a better singing
quality of ton© when a moderately "heavy ciinging-
f
>ressiire is employed in holding down the key.
a acquiring this pressure, the directions in § 18
must be carefully observed, otherwise a hard touch
may be fallen into.]
QUESTIONS.
What are the principal means of phrasing ? What is meant by
legato? Describe legato ia violin-playing
;
in singing
;
in organ-
playing
;
in piano-playing. What is the chief difficulty in securing
a good legato on the piauo ?
What is meant by staccato ? When is a tone legato ? When
staccato ? What two kinds of legato are here mentioned ? How
is the clow legato produced ? How is the light legato ? Give the
substance of the “ note.” If you do not understand it, ask the
teacher to explain It Give examples of staccato
;
of legato.
to-~27. The glur is a curved line connecting two or
more notes of different pitch to show that they
are to fee produced legato, and separated from
what follows by means of a staccato tone &t
closing.
28. The short slur connects two or three notes
of different pitch. In certain cases the short slur
of two-.tones implies, besides the legate, a decided
accent on the first tone and a very short staccato-
on the second, namely, in all eme$ where the two
notes are ofequal length or the second shorter than the
first. When the first of the two notes Is short
and' the second considerably longer, these impli-
cations of accent are not included in the short
slur, but only a legato of the first tone.
Written. I
SISKS FOR PHBAEIMS AMD INTERPRETATION.
23. Under the general name phrase-marks are
included all signs, terms and abbreviations used
ia panted mask for the purpose of - indicating the
connection or disconnection of tones and their
proper expression in general.
24. For convenience, they may fee included in
three classes
:
First. Marks directing the connection or discon-
nection of tones, including the tie^slttr^staccato,
portamento, ienuto, and damper pedal.
Second. Dynamic signs, indicating degrees of
force, including forte and piano, and their aug-
mentations and diminutions, crescendo, diminu-
endo, sforzando, una corda, tre cord®, ©to.
TMtfiL Marks of tempo mmd style
,
indicating ths
Mae conns
show Ohm
they cons
rtnr^--' i Tr'-'-r' .too: . i. Lr~ i 1
Sj?eci.
_„£L_ri_l
Effect.
—
-
r- h—-J—
require m, a©u#al si tiegtniilng. ll fe tetmimiii
with a staccato («bm^ when ©them!*® iadieated
1w a long net® tw tonmte), but not so m
tag staooato dosing Am Asti dor.
mmmA nrie. In -good playing €tm pedal is fc#*
qnnnttj tmml m mo& ifefJ§ chord, ^spdslly at
the accents.
88. Tnmte, or its abbreviation fta,
that the mite is> ;§© .receive its Ml value.
.
It is
often used over ft© last note of & phraas, where a
slso«l® would ©Aerwiw be «gjpt®4. Tkm mask
A »1» indicate the acme. (TMs m mmrmmMj
fen® in German inusie. In Belgian and mmm
JlnglMi prints Ale mask is used for accent.)
80.
Staeetvto is indioated by dots or pointsmm
or under the notes. ‘The difterent degrees of
staccato mentioned in § 11 asm represented by the
same marks. Staooato ran* w played with Hi®
finger staccato.
' (§ 18.) A staeoato auuk aocom-
panted by fa m is played with the elnstl©
touch. In I the slower the mwawent ft®
more decided k® the stacest© imil»ti©siB to im
«», am a® aiimn nweAt»»
BMsn of raoa.
84. The Mlowiag are the terms e®«®©aly need
to indieate of feree i
Forte—-(F^-tSy-^dLond. Abbreviated
/
A-&i»w.“-(Far-»'-^ of the
preceding, "fevj lomd—F.
-soV—Memttin, jn.
Pmm—(PHT-a©)—!Softly,
of pre-
ceding. Very softly,
Crom^.^Kia.shra'^)--43hradnan^' toareaatag
In fore®, tfrer.
di-
minishing in fora©, dim.
/5vsa^.^Fw-ts«n,^)--dr Ifeate (Sfor-MP-
to). With sudden £©?«, /* or ff%. Also Iadiio«l®4
by the mark>. -
Clfeietv® carefully Ilia f©H©wi®g ©©ootraing the
use of tlies® terms® Memo Indicate theordinary,
mafartl force of toaeli® Forte is a dmMed sag*
mamtetiom ©f this force, «4 of the resulting teas®
FmUmifm is fery loud, Unit 1% with 111® ntaaoat
force.
Piamo Indicates a decided reserve, the nafencal
force being purposely restrained^ sad tike tea#
thereby softened.
Pianimmo indicate the softest ton® possible*
sn4 is to be produced by ft® utmost Amamf of
touch. Thest directions inregred to MfcsiM«ig
fte natural force ©f the touch in playimg pirn©
and pianissimo are to© often disregarded j whence
it happens that these qualities off espreagiofi as©
seldom heard from ordinary players.
^
.
Certain combinations or mo®fieaM©a» of these
degrees are sometimes found® Memo forte (sff)
denotes a force slightly greater than the messo.
Mezzo piam (mp) a fores slightly Is§® than mew®
Forte piano (fp) has, however, a meaning quite
unlike what would lb© expected. It bws that
one tone is to be forte* and ftose immediately fol-
lowing piano. This mark is common in the works
©f Momrt, It is new superseded by the signs ef
or fg, which, although not requiring the mmm of
the mark fp , answer the pujjx»® sufficiently
well. '
Forzando, $f or ff«t indicate a decided sesait
on a single tone or chord. This accent- is lighter
in pianissimo passages, but very heavy in those
forte or fortissimo.
Diminuendo indicate a diminlsMiig of tone,
whatever it may have been.
Crescendo, an increase of force, whatever it
may have been. These two mmncee are extreme-
ly important, and need constant and long-cop iss-
ued study. It is sometimes necessary to prolong
a crescendo through a page or more, to do whies
requires, of course, the control of a wide range of
force. .
81.
A mark itomposwii ©f a slur and d©t§ mm
every mete it though lrapfop®r!y
,
e&tisd
fmrtommtto. The same effect is representee! with
a single set® by a short straight line mi dot. It
tadiofites emphasis and staccato. Note®®masked
are wraafly prol©iig©4 half or fts@®*qu»tom their
apparent ¥Mmea
- S&tet.
82.
The abbrevlatisa jm4. ladiestes fte ss© of
the damper pedal. Sometiineg its dlseentlnosiice
is indicated oy the mark * or •$; but frequently
the ©oatanissiiee of it Is left 4© the discretion ©f
the performer. In outer to use it intelligently,
©arefully observe the following directions s
Mrst t The pedal is used in order to prolong the
sound site the isgeis have been taken off the
keys.
Second
;
The pedal must never lie held ¥down
while two different chords are sounding. (This
rale is habitually disregarded by ordinary players,,
aad the consequence is the preduetibn of hideous
effects.) The pedal may be held during the con-
tinuance of the same chord, no matter how many
times it is struck, except where its me obscures
the melody, m will
.
pen when the melody lies
in the middle range of pitch, or lower.
Third
:
Besides allowing tones to continue after
the fingers have left the keys, the pedal also per-
mits the octaves and other near harmonic relatives
of these to sound, and thereby improves the blend-
ing of the tones, and to a slight extent increases
the volume of tone. It is this peculiarity which
has given its ordinary and improper name of “loud
pedal.”
The pedal may be used m order to secure this
blending of tones whenever consistent with the
35. la mastering these various degrees ©f f©.r®e
&e pupil will do well to practice daily an exer-
hica the following : Flay any melodic phrase
with the natural' force of your tench—*this is
oeno. Now play the same decidedly louder ; mad
files sw loud as possible. These mr® larte Mid far-
ismo. Then play again mezzo. Follow this
with a performs®,o© of the same, in which the
face is considerably restrained ; and fees with
one is which the fore© is resteamed to the utmost*
a© that the tone Is a mere whisper. These are
piano and pianissimo. This exercise is to be con-
tinued daily for several weeks. Having one© ae-
ijsired these ive primary grades ©£ force, the re-
maining modifications of Imam, mft mpf dim», ere*.,
etc., will easily follow.
36. By tempo,, or movement, is meant tli® rate
of speed at which a piece is played. There are
three principal degrees ©£ speed, esinely : slow,
moderate, and fesk Moderate is that speed in.
which the pulsations of the measure* &m about as
rapid as a, healthy human pulse, L e., about fi or
TSS In s minute. Slow is not so fast as this, or
about sixty in a minute, or 'one pulse a second.
Very slow, about 6®. Fast is from 84 to 96, or
even 100.
The principal terms used for temp© are the fol-
lowing
:
real pulsation is often two to a beat of themmsmm
as written. Thus the Mo*t Andante (No. 16,
p. 29) is written in common time, hut is played
with, twice four beats t© a measure, the a%hth-
notes going at about tie ate of 60 or 68 ia a min-
ute. 8© also' the Grave introduction of Sonata
Pathetique (Beethoven) la written in oommon
time, but is played with twice as many beats to a.
measure, the eighth notes Ibeiag at the ate of 60
In a minute. \
88. The terms .already given are those ''most
commonly employed for ImdicmMog Ilia force and
speed of performance. Ttaa© terms are Ci«qm«tt1%
modified by association with other terms relating
generally to style of performance. Th© chief of
the® here follow :
’
A tempo (if tSm'-pO), in. time ; a term used after
aom© deviation or relaxation of the time, to denote
that it mast return to the original movement*.
Omntamdo (kfta-tBn'-dO), singing, i. a, with, a sn»*
tained, singing tone.
CantaMle (kto-ttt'-be-la), in singing style,
Caiando (kf-Ili/cfo), dying away. This term refers
'both to quantity of tone and speed. Becoming" grad-
ually slower and softer.
B&lee (dOl'-tsha), sweetly ; implies a delicate ssi
refined quality of tone.
JSspressiw (fis-prSa-se'-vO), expressively.
Grazioso (grU-tsg-O'-zO), gracefully,
Xtegati'miwm (l8-gi-tls<’-sl-m0)f exceedingly smooth
and connected.
Molto (mOl'-tO), much, very much, extremely', a
great deal.
Pause? or the character 'T", indicates test th®
rhythmic movement is to stop completely for & length
of time equal to at least twice the value of 'the note
over which it is placed.
Minforzando (Fin -for-tsto'-do), strengthened, re-
inforced, emphasized j differing fooni sforzando in
that it applies to a succession of notes instead of mm.
teMitardando (rS-tar-din'-dO), retarding or gradually
slackening the time,
Ritenuto (re-tg-noo'-tO), detained, slower, kept
back
;
differing from Ritard&ndo in being stone at
once, the other by degrees.
Seherzando (skgr-tsin'-d(5), playful, lively, sportive,
merry.
Semplice (s6m-plS'-tshg), simple, pure, plain.
Sempre (sSm'-prg), always, continually.
Sostenuto (s5s-t8-noo'-tb), sustaining the tone, hold,
lug the notes their full duration.
JSotto voce (sot-® v.0#-tshSh softly, in an undertone.
Tempo Ordinario.-*—(TSsiripO or-dg-nS'.iiS)—Ordi-
nary time.
FAST MOVEMENT.
Allegretto. — (AlJg-fpStHb)— Moderately quick,
cheerful. This movement ia bat slightly more rapid,
than moderate
Allegro.—(Al-U^-rOj—Fast—the addition of mm
brio (brg'-o) “ with spirit,’' intensifies the speed.
Allegro molto.—(Mol'-tO)—-Very allegro.
Presto.-—(Pr8s-tO)
—
JQuick.
Prestissimo.—Superlative of preceding.
87. The exact rapidity proper to any given
piece earn only be approximately determined from
the tempo marks. in there we no metronome
marks, the proper movement should if possible b@
aseerminect from some experienced player. Want-
ing which the preceding explanations are offered
as til© best that can be done, without taking into
account the peculiarities ©f the individual piece in
question. A complete success in deciding upon
the correct tempo, turns upon a correct Judgment
in' regard to the nature of the rhythmic pulsation
intended. Thus, e. g., in presto movements the
pulsation is one for each measure? and the rhythm
is .generally such that three or four measures
might be joined together and counted as one, al-
lowing each of the original measures to represent
one beat. This is the case in the well-known
Chopin Scherzo in Bi? min. op. 81, which is writ-
ten m | time, but counted (if broad phrasing is
desired) in four-fold measures, each consisting of
four of the original measures.
.
minute. The melody must he played with a singing tone, and the phrasing .and time,
carefully observed. The accompaniment needs to he done very quietly. .
.
From Mozart’s Sonata in G. N9 14
Andante . , 3 ^ fWeirrs’Kdition.) ffg
ENTRANCE TO Till FOREST
(EIMUTT.'
file three.pieces following ere of a somewhat higher character than those preceding,inasmuch as for
'
tien they require agreater variety ©f discriminative emphasis and shading. The pupil is not t© allow himself to heeon^erdiscouraged,
if at fiff i fforts result in an unmeaning and uninteresting cachophony of“motives” and phrases .When,the directions fol -
lowing- ire earefo% observed, nit the music itself has been learnedby heart and played for aweek or ten days, the pitying willgrad-
laSy clear itself up, as the relation ofthe different parts t© each other becomes apparent. The melodic phrase is to he sought outin
'is whatever part it nay have hidden itself away.When properly played both these little pieces of Schumanns are song-like in.cliar-
acter.
18 .
Allegro ma non tropp
McM seu schnelL
f . fi
FOUST seism
The general effect of the -Entrance to the Forest is to he one of delicate lights and shadows. There is no one entire period
in full light; hut is as if of a branch here, a flower there,, a brilliant patch of light, a shadow', and especially a succession of little-
shadows and minute bars and hands of sunshine. In order to produce this effect, attend carefully to the following technical di -
rections
(3.) The first period is to he very soft. What little melody there is in the first phrase is in the tenor, which must he made to
smg the least little hit— not bringing it out” as we say, hut allowing it to he felt rather than heard. The right hand must be
played with the utmost delicacy, and with a loose wrist.
(b) At the second phrase the melody appears in the soprano, which may be brought out somewhat clearly.
(c) The leading motive of the second period, the first three notes of the soprano, is made a great deal of in the course of
the development of the piece. It must he brought out quite strongly. The syncopations and sustained notes in the other parts are
.
1 | • « tl 1 it 1 ^ ®
to he held down their full duration, but must be struck softly.
( fl) The melodic motive in the bass here must heard softly; it is the only melody there is in this phrase
)/
Mathews Phrasing!’ Copyrighted 1886 by Theo. Presser.
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ih be slightly prominent, and the answer bj the bass in the next measure he made still more
slight ,®ot he noticed.
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Moszkowskis charming feerenata is iiit@nd.ecl to produce an effect somewhat like that of a violin solo, accompanied by
trrngs Pizzicato as of a fiuitar. The melody, therefore, must he played legato
,
while the accompaniment is picked up as
orf as possible but without making it" > snappy? It is a serenade, and the evident intention of it is to please rather than to
tonish In the second period the effect becomes more bold. The difficulties of this part are isior® seeming than real. In
m more trymg passages of the bass a slight simplification can be made by omitting the upper notes of the chords in meas-
;
m
res Si,22 and 24, as indicated hy the small notes.
» The melody should he produced by a touch from the^ wrist; the effect is better. The melody notes must he held
. ^
t o) Be sure that the melody actually leads down to the A here; ordinary players allow it to sound as if it stopped on *R
.
) The proper touch for the left hand in chords of this sort is misunderstood hy many players. The main force of the
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stroke is obtained by a sharp jerk of the left am towar ds the right. The proper motion can he easily acquired
exercise: Hold the middle D” of this bass chord with the second finger of the left hand; while so
’
with the fifth f inger, and the high^B* with the thumb fifteen or twenty ^ 1 1 '
the time holding the middle’ D ’and obtaining the distance by moving th
tptired is the proper motion for striking chords of this extended kind.'
the bass chord but so quickly as to som
(d) The climax at the beginning of t
(e) The melody note here must be pr •sjyyJi
fe.'fer : :
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TJEDE TECHMEEOlfB is an instrument with
a piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,
designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
fclie mechanical part or technic of piano playing]
For- the easy, certain, almost automatic ac-
quiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
staccato, it is as superior to the piano as the
foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking exact
measurements.
Three months of falthftil work on the Techni-
phone will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch
—
the supreme accomplishment in piano playing
than two years of equally faithful work on the
piano alone. This it does through the' novel in-
vention of return sounds to the Keys, which intro-
duce into all elementary work a clearness and
preeMoa-asver before known.
The Techniphone reveals the secret of all the
great players. It gives to every pupil, at no
extra, expense, and at home, the help heretofore
enjoyed only by a favored few, under high-
priced teachers or in foreign study.
For silent practice, or for strengthening prac-
tice with its seven different degrees of key-
force, there is nothing like it. It saves the
action and tone of a good pifp© annually more
than its own cost, and it spares a suffering
world the intolerable annoyance of piano-drum-
ming.
The Techniphone is no longer an experiment.
During the past two years it has bear put to
the severest tests of daily use in schools and
conservatories, and by the most distinguished
musicians, sad no one lias ever toeea returned.
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[For The Etude.]
THE SIMPLICITY OF TECPL
NIQUE.
CHAPTER V.
ELEMENTARY EXERCISES.
Class 4. Octave Passages.—It is a sad, but true, asser-
tion, that at least half the hands of piano learners are
too small, or have too little stretch to them, to play oc-
taves with ease. This is so true as to suggest the wisdom
of making piano keys one-sixth or .one-fifth narrower
than at present. It is not likely that it would embarrass
players, or cause any difficulty in striking between the
black keys.
But since the keys are so wide, we must try to stretch
the fingers and joints to suit them.
It is a good plan to get in the habit of pressing the
thumb and little finger against the front of the key-
board until both lie perfectly fiat and in line against the
key-edges. When away from the piano, do it against any
flat edge, and try to “span ” as far as possible, as the
thrifty boy that plays marbles tries to do. Also try to
span and play 9ths and lOths on the piano, for this makes
the playing of 8ths easier.
As to the practice of octaves, play all the scales, and
all the arpeggios in octaves, with one hand, then with
both hands.
For the motions, use the seven octaves described in
“ chord-striking.”
Include in octave practice also “ exercises of security,”
by striking octaves in all parts of the key-board, in these
bounds causing the hand to rise four to six inches in the
air.
It is understood that these excessive motions are not
often to be used in playing pieces, but are for practice.
Octaves are also to be played legato
,
almost sliding
the thumb along, and jerking the finger from key to key,
so that one octave is played by the time the other ceases
to sound.
As to the fingering of octaves, they are generally, from
necessity, played by the thumb and little finger
;
but
black keys are often played by the fourth finger.
Class 5. Arpeggio Passages.—An Arpeggio, or Har-
peggio, passage is a chord passage with the different
sounds of a chord brought out one after the other, as
they must be oh the harp. “ Broken Chord ” is the less
musical name for an “ Arpeggio.”
Arpeggios give most useful exercise to the fingers,
since they have to be spread apart while playing, and
since the thumb has to pass frequently under the hand.
Of course, there are as many arpeggios as there are
chords
;
but, since the motions of the fingers and of the
mind are nearly the same in all, it is well to confine ele-
mentary practice to not more than two keys, and to the
tonic and dominant arpeggios in each key.
The arpeggio-chord of C is C, E, G, C, E, G, C (if
we play two octaves). For the best practice, trill C, E,
then E, G, then G, G (thumb under the hand), then
the upper G, E, and so on until the hand is tired. Then
play the arpeggio up and down, one octave, two octaves
or three octaves, as yon please, till the fingers are tired.
Play perfectly legato
,
and increase the speed an you can,
with safety. Sometimes commence with C, sometimes
with E, sometimes with G
;
that is, play all portions of
the chord of C.
Next, take the chord of the seventh of G
;
that is, G,
B, D, F
;
trill as before, and play up and down as before,
one, two, three, or even four octaves. Be sure to play
legato. Be sure to raise the fingers high. After the
fingers are once playing, keep them playing without
stopping, until some little degree of fatigue is felt
After a few months of practice, with each hand sepa-
rately, on single arpeggios, one can venture to launch
out and modulate from one key to another, or to play
with both hands, or extemporize tunes or studies full of
arpeggios. Do not do this, however, until your joints
work “ with a perfect looseness.”
As to the fingering, take it from any good instruction
book.
Class 6. Thirds and Sixths.—In the first place, a
“simple” technique entirely ignores the awfully hard
and intricate collections of scales and chromatic succes-
sions of thirds and sixths common to the last page of
instruction books. They do not belong there, but in
the private library of professionals and concert per-
formers. They are not musical
;
they do not appear in
good music, unless in difficult (it should be impossible)
concert music, and there is no need for the general pupil
to know them.
But, as successions of thirds frequently occur in Treble
and Alto movements, every one should learn to play the
scales of C, G, and some others, smoothly and perfectly
legato. To do this, simply play two notes at a time just
as you do one, being very careful that the sounds come
together. The new difficulty is to throw the middle finger
(in going up) over the little finger. The scale of C in
thirds, is,—
E, F, G, A, B, C, D, E.
THOSE WHO CAN LEARN.
c.
4.
C, D, E, F, G, A, B,
3, 4, 6, 3, 4, 5, 3,
1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2.
Now, as 3 plays E, and then plays A, how can it con-
nect the two sounds perfectly ? Simply by letting go of
E, whirling the finger as quick as a flash, but as light as
a feather, on to A, while the little finger quietly rests on
G, until the thing is done.
After the scale of C goes smoothly, ascending and de-
scending, then practice on one or two scales with sharps
or flats in them.
Successions of staccato thirds are, of course, practiced
with a light “switching ” motion of the hand or forearm.
(See Chord-Striking.)
Scale passages in sixths, legato, can only be played on
the principle by which a man proved an alibi—by mov-
ing from one place to another so quickly that people
were ready to swear he was in both places at once. Jerk
the hand from one sixth to another, with the fingers half
flexible, so as to make perfectly even and, to the aver-
age ear, perfectly connected tones.
Staccato sixths are played by motions of wrist, forearm,
or sometime by the whole machinery of arm, hand and
finger muscles. (See Chord-Striking.)
Successions of thirds and sixths, united, are not com-
mon, and it is not worth while to practice them until
they are encountered in pieces.
Class 7- Chromatic Passages.—These being made out
of the Chromatic Scale, and the difficulty of that being
simply one of fingering and practice, we need here say
no more about them.
Practice in these seven classes begins early, and con-
tinues for years. The eye, the ear, the muscles, the
nerves, all have work, and bear and perceive" and grow
into a new musical being.
There is no quick way to musical proficiency. A young
person can jnst as well add one cubit to the stature in
three months as to grow into a piano player in that
time. Z.
HOW TO KEEP PIANOS IN HOT
WEATHER.
In the hot weather a piano should not be placed in a
damp room or left open in a draught of air, for dampness
is ita most dangerous enemy. It causes the strings and
tuning-pins to rust and the cloth used in the construction
of the Treys of action to swell, whereby the mechanism
will move sluggishly, or often stick together. Continued
dampness willinjnrionsly affect the varnish and raise the
soft fibres of the sounding-board, thus forming ridges.
All this occurs chiefly in the summer season, and the
best pianos, made of the most thoroughly seasoned
material, are necessarily the most seriously affected by
dampness. Extreme heat is scarcely less injurious. A
piano should not be placed near an open fire or heated
stove, nor dose to hot air from furnaces. A piano should
be dosed when not in use, in order to prevent the accu-
mulation of dost, fans, etc., on the sounding board, and
yet it should be opened occasionally and daylight allowed
to strike the keys ; otherwise, the ivory may torn yellow.
An India-rubber ordotk cover should protect the instru-
ment from braises and scratches. Moths may be kept
at of ft piano by is lamp ofcamphor wrapped in soft
paper, placed in the inside cover.
DIFFERENCES IN PEOPLE AND THEIR BEARING ON THE CLASS
SYSTEM—PIANO PRACTICE GOOD FOR BOYS.
He who is probably the most experienced of all Bol-
ton’s many piano teachers was asked this question,—
-
“ Does your experience lead you to believe that any
one method of instruction can -be applied to different
students of the piano; in other words, do you believe
the class system is profitable?”
To this he instantly replied with a great deal of ear-
nestness, speaking substantially as follows :
—
“ I think a very poor teacher can do more good for a
single scholar than the best teacher can do for a number
of scholars in a class. Years ago I tried the class sys-
tem as an experiment, and to my mind it was a failure.
By this I mean that for the majority of students it is a
failure. Some you will find of so much natural talent
that they will learn anywhere. Teaching the piano is
like prescribing medicine—it is folly to try to make a
general prescription for different eases. No two persons
are alike, and to no two persons can yon apply the same
system of instruction. Why, sir, the scholars whom I
shall meet this, afternoon will be as unlike each other as
a camel is unlike a mosquito. This scholar will have
trouble with the thumb, that one with the forefinger,
another with the wrist, and so it goes one after another,
each having some peculiar failing to be studied and helped.
You know yourself how differently people will do things
with their hands—one man will try to pick up a pin with
his elbows, another will sweep it up in an instant with
the utmost deftness. Shake hands with a man, and if
you are skilled, you can tell whether he will ever make a
pianist. If the hand feels like a dull, heavy lump, you
may know that the owner can never play the piano. In
many people there seems to be no connection, or a very
slow connection, between the hand and the brain. When
such people talk to you their hands hang listlessly. But
talk with a man whose hands have a close vital connec-
tion with his brains, and you will find him doing a good
share of the talking with his hands. It does not follow
that because this connection is dull, the man may not be
a good musician. One of the best of our young Boston
musicians—a man who composes beautifully
—
plays even
his own accompaniments in the most bungling manner.
If a person hasn’t this power ofRising his hands to express^
his thoughts, he need never hope~to~heA piano playerA
“Then does it follow,” the writer asked, “that the
teaching of the piano to children indiscriminately, as is
now being done, is in most cases a waste of time? Carr-"
you apply the same reasoning torthe vocal teaching in the
public schools and to piano teaching ? ’ ’
“Give the youngstersall the music you can,” the teacher
answered, “ for it develops their sense of rhythm. The
boy who learns to play the piano will walk the better for
it, talk the better for it, be in every way the better for it.
Some people have absolutely no sense of rhythm, just as
some have no sense of hearing ; but they are very few.
If you could go out on the street corner with me, inside
of five minutes I could pick out somebody with no sense
of rhythm, and you never saw a more shambling, shift-
less-looking person than such a one would be. A man
with no sense of rhythm hits the chair every time he sits
down. His acts are as if you should count, 1—2—3—4.
Everything is of value that tends to develop the sense of
rhythm in children, and piano playing is a very good
thing for that.”
“But is it not true that piano practicing tends to ener-
vate boys, to make them effeminate ?”
“Just the opposite. It makes the boy more manly by
developing this sense of rhythm. It is a mistake to sup-
pose that the boy who is slightly effeminate, what I call
a girl-boy, makes the best piano player. Such a boy will
never do anything well. He is the boy who had rather
stay in the parlor and do worsted work with his sisters
than go outdoors and kick football. The boy who likes
to kick football may a great deal rather prefer to do that
than practice on the piano, but he will make the best
piano-player. In these days of modern pianos it takes
a strong man to play the piano well. Vith one or two
exceptions, all my best pupils have been strong young
men. One of the best of them used to think it pastime
to go into the piano warerooms, take hold of one end of
a. piano and call two teamsters to lift the other end. He
can lift mote than any two teamsters I know of. I tell
you piano-playing is a great tiling to develop muscle.”
‘
‘ Does the same principle apply to women ? ”
“ Yes, to aCertain extent Most of oar most success-
ful women pianists have been masculine women. No-
body, man or woman, who hasn’t strength or doesn’t
develop it can make a brilliant pianist,
*
‘ I believe that every piano player should he interested
in at least one other subject—literature, art, business or
something else, which can act as a foil. No matter what
it is, provided it serves to take the mindpart*efthe time
away from the master subject.
“Bat to come back to teaching j if yoa want my4ext,
it is this : Pat yourself in tike place of the acholftf jestM
much as yoa possibly can, ana thee take the tajjimftH-;
poe»MevWof~ ‘ M
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WHAT SHALL WE PLAY?
I know very well, honored friend, that your children cannot keep pace
with my letters, nevertheless, I will continue now to work out for you a
systematically arranged guide through music for the home
;
for if I should
wait till your children could follow use to the highest grade, it might be
too late for me, and instead of giving you advice, I might be already listen-
ing to the eternal music of the spheres. And as anything good should not
be deferred, I give you here the following list of works, in some measure
systematically arranged. Of course, you cannot use it all
;
still, I think I
can say that you will not go amiss by making your selection from the works
mentioned. It may be stated emphatically, that a progressive arrangement
in the strictest sense of the word is not possible here
;
partly because a piece
easy for one is difficult for another, And partly because collections of several
or many pieces contain those of different degrees of difficulty. Finally
>
some of those named below are more adapted for sight playing than for
study.
For the piano-forte (two and four hands).
Schumann, Jugend album, No. 1-5.*
Spindler, Op. 186.
.
Six Sonatines for four hands.
Reinecke, Op. 54. Twelve pieces on five notes. Book II.
Eschmann, J. C. Instructive excursions through the compositions of
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Book I.
Forster, Alban, Op. 57. Three Sonatines.
Jadassohn, Op. 17. Eight easy and instructive pieces for children.
Kullak, Theod., Op. 62. Scenes from Childhood. Book I.
Reinecke, Miniature Sonatas, Op. 136.
Beethoven, Sonatas, Op. 49.
Heller, St., Op. 23. Quatre Rondos brillanfcs ser le guittarero.
Schumann, Album, Op. 68. Nos. 6-11.
Dussek. La mating#, Rondo.
Eschmann, Op.' 55. Tan English, Scotch, and Irish melodies fojyjbur
hands.
Reinecke. Sixteen Scotch popular melodies,f
Gade, Op. 36. The Children's Christmas Eve.
Kullak, Op. 81. Scenes from Childhood.
Mozart. Sonatas in C major f, G major f.
Reinecke, Sonatines, Op. 47, Op. 98.
“ Fairy Forms, Op. 147.
Volkmann, Op. 39. The Seasons.
G. Tyson Wolff, Op. 25. Little Pieces.
Beethoven Variations on “My Joys from Me are Flying.”’
Handel, Twelve easy pieces, edited by Billow.
Haydn. Sonata B, major
Mozart. Rondo in D major.
/' Beethoven. Rondo in 0. Op. 51, No. 1.
Reinecke. Hausmusik, eighteen easy pieces. Op. 77.
j
Beethoven.. Variations on “ Une Sdvre bmi&nte.”
Mozart. Sonata, C
Volkmann, Op. 11. Musical picture-book for four hands.
Clemeati.
.
Sonata in G. # .
Field. Nottumo in B flat and E flat major.
Hummel. Rondoletto in F major.
Krause, A. Sonatas, Op. 10 and 12.
Wilm, N. von. Twelve easy tone pictures. Op. 12.
Heller. Sonatines, Op. 146, 147, 149.
*
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* SchomuiB wrote to me about thia album when itlll in manuscript j “ My youngest children, too, which I
sent outonly d»y before yesterday,uk foryoursympathy. Indeed, one always lores the youngest moat
; but to
theae lam especially attached, for they bare crown ao right out of our flunUy life. The flrat piecea in the
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Reinecke. Six suite. Op. 173.
Bennett, Op. 28. Introduction and Pastorale.
Gade. Three album leaves.
Reinecke. Serenades for the youth. Op. 183.
Haller, St. Walks of a Solitary. Op. 78.
Mozart. Concerto B flat major (Kochel, No. 238).
“
“ C major (Kochel, No. 415).
“ “ F major (Kochel, No.- 413.)
(Cadenzas to Mozart’s Concertas by Mozart himself, by Hummel, and by>
Reinecke, have been published by Breitkopf & Bartel
;
the complete edi-
tion of which (edited and revised by C. Reinecke) is likewise to be men-
tioned here.) .A i
The easier numbers of Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words,' as well as the
sonatas of Mozart and Haydn, and the easy ones of Beethoven, may now be
taken up gradually and played. The following piano-forte works may also
now be begun in progressive order : Those of Franz Schubert, Chopin (some
of the mazurkas, waltzes, and notturnos).
Rubinstein, Op. 93. Miniatures.
Heller, Op. 15. Rondino brilliant sus “ Les Treize.”
Sckulhoff, Op. 28. Three Idyls.
Bach. Six little (French) suites. (Breitkopf & Hartel’s popular edition.)
Gade, Op. 19. Aquarellen.
Heller, Op. 85. Two Tarantelles.
Hiller, Op. 55. Three marches.
“ Op. 97. “ 'To the guitar.”
“
* Op. 144. Modern suite,
j Kirehner, Op. 7. Album leaves.
Scholtz, H., Op. 20. “ “
Moszkowaki, Op. 12. Spanish dances.
Schulhoff, Op. 30. Souvenir de Varsovie. AT" ,
Schumann, Op. 15. Scenes from Childhood. A
“ Op. 124. Album leaves.
“ Op. 18. Arabesque. J
“ Op. 19. Blumenstiick (Flower song).
,
Chopin. Funeral march from sonata. Op. 35.
X Eschmann, J, 0., Op. 69. Ten piano-forte pieces.
Franz, Robert. Album leaf.
vs Henselt, Op. 28, Two waltzes,
Liszt. La regatta veneziana. (From “ Soirees musieales,” by Rossini.)
Mltrdelssohn, Op. 16. Trois fanfcaisies ou caprices.
Mosebeles. 44 Lea charmes de Paris,” Introduction and Rondo 614gant.
Raff, Op. 157, No. 2. La Fileuse (The Spinner (Lady),)
Rubinstein, Op. 3. Two melodies.
Schubert, Op, 94. ' Moments musicals.
Lachner, Op. 57. Prelude and Toccata.
Bennett, Op. 10. Three musical sketches.
Mendelssohn, Op. 14. Rondo capriccioso.
A- “ Op. 33. Trois caprices.
’ Saint-Saens, Op. 28. Gavotte.
Hummel, Op. 38. Sonata.
Bach. Six partitas.
“ Six great (English) suites. (Breitkopf& Hartel’s popular edition.)
Hiller, Op. 115. Gavotte, Sarabande, and Courante.
Liszt. Consolations.
Rheinberger, Op. 113. Capriccio, Menuetto and Fughetta, for the left
hand alone.
Schubert, Op. 90L Four impromptus.
“ Op. 142> “
Bach. Fantasy in C minor
Heller, Op. 33. The Trout.
Liszt-Schubert transcriptions : Praise of Tears, Serenade, etc.
AfKirchner’s transcriptions of songs of Schumann and Jensen.
Mozart’s menueta, transcribed by Otto Dresel.
Hummel. Concerta in A minor.
Mendelssohn. Variations sGrieuses.
And so on, ad infinitum
!
You probably will be amazed, honored lady,
that in this little list the modern composers are mentioned as much as the
classics ? I consider it a matter of course that the works of Bach, Hgndel,
Scarlatti, Haydn, Mozart, Weber, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Oho*
pin, form the main stem to which the works of modern composers are added.
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and that every good teacher knows enough, as soon as the first stage in mu-
sical study has been finished, to give them to the scholar in the right order,
without anybody else’s advice. Only now and then have I mentioned a few
works of these masters in order to mark the grades to some degree. Along
with these, of course, purely mechanical studies and real etudes should
always be given. The number of collections of scales and finger exercises
is legion. I only mention here those of Plaidy, Kohler, Henselfc, Bruno
Zwintscher, Emil Krause. The last two works are very extensive, but
greatly to be recommended. In the following list you will find studies
arranged in progressive order. This progressive arrangement is, however,
Only approximate, for in some of the collections the difficulties increase
faster than in others. The teacher must supply by his experience what I
can only indicate.
Bertini, Op. 100. Twenty-five studies.*
Le Couppey, Op. 20. Twenty-five studies,
Czerny. Preliminary school of velocity.
Bertini, Op. 29. Twenty- five studies.
Hiller, Op. 46. Twenty-five etudes.
Bertini, Op. 32. Twenty-four studies.
Czerny. “ School of Velocity.
Op. 130. Twelve studies in canoi
Reinecke, Op. 137. Twenty-four studies.
Gustavus Tyson Wolff, Op. 26. Thirty melodic studies,
Bach. Two part and three part inventions.
Czerny. Op, 699. Twenty-five studies,
“
' Op. 740. Art of finger dexterity,
KuIIak. Method of Octaves, Op. 48.
- Mayer, Carl. “ New School of Velocity.”
G. Tyson Wolff, Op. 19. Thirty-two studies.
Moscheles, Op. 70. Twenty-four studies.
Kessler, Op. 103. Studies and Preludes.
Reinecke, Op. 121. Twenty-four studies.
The studies of Chopin, Henseit, Liszt, and Saint-Saen will, of course, con-
stitute the conclusion. This short list does not make any pretensions to
being complete, nor was this at all my intention. For greater completeness,
I refer you to the works of Kohler, Knorr, J. C. Eschmann, and especially
to the “ Guideupf the Young ..Pianist,” by C. Eschmann Dumur, as being
written with great care.
I still owe an answer to your question about playing from memory. I am
of the opinion that one ought not only to cultivate and develop a good
musical memory, but ought also to strengthen a weak memory. It is very
nice not to be obliged to unroll one’s notes for every little musical perform-
ance. Playing from memory has likewise a certain charm for the majority
of the public. Acknowledging this, I must nevertheless complain that
“ playing from memory ” has become a kind of fashion. Conductors who,
like myself, have been embarrassed innumerable times by soloists, both
of the first rank and of lower rank, who forgot their notes, confusing
both orchestra and leader, who have been asked confidentially by virtuosi
to give them a private sign here and there, feel very much like saying to
them : “ Most respected ladies and gentlemen, play your solos, if you choose,
from memory, for you can easily help yourselves out whenever your mem-
ory fails you, but in playing with orchestral accompaniment do as Madame
Clara Schumann does. She is certainly not inferior to you, and she has her
concertas as well in mind as you, but she, nevertheless, places her notes
neatly on the desk to guard against all possibility of stumbling.” There
have been, and are, persons of phenomenal memory, like Franz Clement (the
Vienna violinist, for whom Beethoven wrote his violin concerto), who, at one
time after a single performance of one of Cherubini’s operas in Vienna,
scored from memory the finale during the ensuing night and handed it to
the composer the next day ; like Hans von Biilow ; like Felix Mendels-
sohn Bartholdy, who, when but a boy, accompanied Bach’s Matthaus-
Passion on the piano from memory ; or like Rubinstein ; hut there are very
*tmmumm's Kc*s.—It av. he util to state tee, for thee* femeh«m *sA gamtta Itv* 1* wssfi
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It once happened to Mendelssohn, even, that he
broke down in his own D Minor concerto at Diisaeldorf! They tell use that
in Russia and America a virtuosi would be lost from the beginning if he
should make use of his notes. At such views of art one can only smile.
If it would make enjoyment of art any higher to play from memory, every
honest artist ought to force himself to it at any price, but this is simply not
the case. Who would assert that the performances of the Joachim Quartette
do not belong to the most lofty that interpretative art can show? Yet these
four artists have the notes before their eyes. Who knows whether an organ-
ist, hidden from sight, is playing from memory or not ? What matters it to
the blind, to the near-sighted, to those seated at a distance, whether the per-
former plays from notes or not ? Consequently, one cannot say that it affords
a greater and higher enjoyment to listen to a piece of music played from
memory. It has only become a matter of fashion, bravura and report on
the side of the artist, and the public has so accustomed itself to it, little by
little, that it now almost feels entitled to demand it. The chief reason why
modem artists have so completely accustomed themselves to playing from
memory, you will find when you consider that the tasks which are demanded
of the player in post-classic times, as far as technical skill is concerned, are
so very great. The player must spend so much time in the study of a com-
position that the fingers alone must retain it nolens volem. The fingers not
seldom know more about it than the head ! It is self-evident that every soloist
should fully have his piece in memory
;
but I do not consider it a bad sign,
that he, regardless of this, places the notes on the desk whenever playing
his pieces with an orchestra, for to err is human, and faults of memory and
their consequences harm the enjoyment of art more than the playing from
memory furthers it. I do look on it as a bad sign, however, when the player
confesses that the open note-book is an impediment to him. This is gener-
ally a proof that the person concerned can solve his task only when he can
run his course like a locomotive on the rails, without looking to the right
or to the left, and, generally, too, only after comparatively long and mind-
killing study. And after this excursion, which you will pardon in a leader
who has been so often tormented, I return to mj topic, and say that you
need not keep your children from playing by heart, as long asftfeeyXre not
led into a careless sliding over their work, or into improvising their harmo-
nies, perhaps, even wrong ones.
It is especially desirable that the little musicians should gain an insight
into the nature of harmony and modulation, as well as the structure of a
piece of music, so that the structure of the composition which they are to
play is clear to them in every respect. Therefore, I advise you to analyze
it carefully with them. By this means the pieces committed will be played
with clear intelligence, and also retained. In order that you may be able to
instruct yourself (in case it should be necessary) in harmony and musical
forms more fully beforehand, I recommend to you the treatises on harmony
by Richter, Moritz Brossg, Oscar Paul, Piutti, Jadassohn, and others, as
well as the excellent and concisely written work: “ Form in Musical
Works,” by S. Jadassohn. Now my fingers are tired from writing, and I
take my leave.
You are not wrong, honored friend, in thinking piano music for four
hands belongs especially to home music, and that I have mentioned com-
paratively little of it. Very well, I will correct the deficiency. The num-
berless arrangements of works for orchestra and chamber music by our
masters I will only mention briefly, and say, in connection with them, that
the arrangements by Klage, Czerny, Watts, Hugo Ulrich (especially his
arrangements of the piano-forte concertos of Mozart and Beethoven, etc., in
Leuckart’s “ Hausmusik ”), August Horn, and others, and, above all, those of
Otto Dresel, excel most others in many respects. These latter works demand
excellent players, however. Bach and Handel have written nothing in the
way of four-hand compositions, as far as I know ; Haydn, Beethoven, and
Mendelssohn very little;'Mozart, on the other hand, a number of very
charming sonatas, the wonderful Fantasia in F minor, the variations in G
major, etc. Schubert alone furnishes quite a whole literature, well worth
the pains of playing. Of Schumann’s we name “ Pictures from the Orient,”
Op. 66, and Op. 85, Album for four hands. Hummel’s sonata in A fiat
major, Moscheles’ sonata E flat major, and Onslow’s sonatas in E minor and
F minor were played incredibly often at their time, and to some extent
have successfully bidden defiance to the tooth of time.-Of more modern
composers, the following short list may follow :
—
Bargiel, Op. 7. Suite. '
NEWS OF THE MONTH.
A
One must chronicle with sorrow the death of dear old
Liszt He died at Bayreuth the thirty-first of July, and
will be buried the second of August. I am afraid the
old gentleman’s English experiences were too much for
him.
He was fSted and dined, ad nauseam
,
and for a roan of
seventy-five years he certainly displayed wonderful vigor.
His playing was still fresh ana enchanting, and his facul-
ties as unclouded as ever.
A remarkable man, a real genius
;
what a pity he grew
so corpulent. One naturally thinks of Liszt as a spare,
ascetic figure. He was just the reverse at the time of his
death. In point of fact, Liszt never was an ascetic, and
all the stories one hears of his piety are exaggerated.
To he sure, a streak of fanaticism struck him at a very
impressionable age. He became a St. Simonite for a
time. But he had just fallen in love with a beautiful lady
of rank (he was always falling in love or recovering from
a violent attack), and his religious enthusiasm can be ac
counted for. Somehow or other women played the most
important part in his life.
He was followed by a cortege of fair admirers wher-
ever he moved, and no Eastern Sultan was more assidu-
ously pursued and spoiled by the fair sex.
All Europe smiled when he ran away with Countess
d’Augouit, or rather when she ran away with him, and
laughed outright when he became an Abbe, and said im-
mediately “ Cherchez la femme.” And they were right •
it was a woman, or rather two ladies of high rank, and
poor persecuted Liszt had to rash into the sanctuary, as
did hunted persons of old, to escape them.
He was the petted child of his age, and one loves him
naturally. He was so genial, so luminous (and sarcastic,
too, when the occasion befitted) and generous.
He was spoiled at an early age and never got over it.
Women have written in the most absurd way about him,
idealizing his very extravagances, and women have played
his compositions, as we know to our sorrow.
Liszt is reported to have said that only Sophie Menter
could play his music. So take warning, feminine piano
players
;
let that much abased Second Rhapsody and Lucia
Fantasie alone, and don’t disturb the great man in his
grave by reminding him of the musical sins of his youth.
There is not much to record the past month. The M.
T. N. A. was the closing of the season. A magnificent
festival was given in Milwaukee by the united Mseaner-
chor of the country, and was a success. They engaged
the best; soloists, Lehmann, Brandt, Goldsticker, Hein-
rich, DeWit (a new tenor) and Standigl, and last, but
not least, Raphael Joseffy.
Several new choral compositions were given by Bram-
bach (the prize), Mohr and Van der Stucken (now in
Europe). Ernest Catenhusen was the director. Mil-
waukee did all in her power to make the thing go, and
she certainly succeeded.
Theodore Thomas is in Chicago with his incomparable
orchestra, giving nightly open air concerts. What a treat,
and how funny New Yorkers allow him to go so far from
home
;
although Adolph Menndorff’s orchestra is by no
means a bad substitute. I went to the Central Park
garden where he is playing and heard a most excellent
programme made up from Wagner’s works.
flow odd it is to hear Wagner in a summer garden.
If such a thing had been predicted twenty-five years ago,
it would have been laughed at, but as John Fillmore
wittily remarked, “ The Walkiire is becoming a popular
opera,”' and in an age of “ Falkas, Mikados and Ty-
coons,” to think of that massive, sombre, northern mu-
sical epic looming up as a candidate for popular favor,
and that, too, in a country that idolized Offenbach only
ten years ago. Who will gay Americans are not a versa-
tile race ?
Everybody is rusticating and the fiddle and the bow are
hung up. Managers are abroad prospecting and swelling
the heads of foreign artists (if that is possible) ! The
metropolitan corps is not yet completed, although some
of the old favorites are retained. Lehmann (who is
abroad), Brandt, Alvary, Fischer, a new tenor robusto,
Zobel by name, is engaged by Manager Stanton. Max
Heinrich, formerly of Philadelphia, is also engaged.
He will be an acquisition. He has no peer to-day in this
country as a singer of lieder. His unique entertainments,
in which he sang and accompanied himself (and beauti-
fully, too), will not be forgotten soon.
I got a hint that he may resume the song recitals next
season in conjunction with Raphael Joseffy. That would
be one artistic team.
The American Opera is in hot water. What new or-
ganization has not been ? They have lost Hastreiter the
leading contralto, and now Helen Dudley Campbell has
seceded from the ranks. Hastreiter wanted tne whole
earth, I hear
;
as Theodore wouldn’t give up his share, she
skipped. She will be a loss musically, but not otherwise,
as die possesses a finely developed dramatic temper.
Miss Campbell has so many concert engagements for the
coming season, in addition to her church position, that
she has gladly forsworn the arduous duties of rehearsing
under a stage manager who won’t speak English.
I heard a flying rumor that Sylva, the newly-engaged
Belgian tenor, had also flown ; still, Mrs. Thurber is not
the sort of a lady to be deterred by trifles, and the second
season promises to be more prosperous than the first.
A new Italian troupe is being organized under Signor
Angelo Mapleson’s old manager ana contains some good
names. The gallant Colonel turns up smiling, undis-
mayed by his failure of last season, and promises the
perennial Patti and a host of other attractions.
We will not have the celebrated Saxe-Meinigen troupe
this season, for some unknown cause.
Rubinstein is the rage in London with his historical
concerts and is exciting a furore by his playing ; from
some utterances of his lately, he seems to take a very
pessimistic view of the musical future.
Eugene d’Albert’s new symphony was rather coldly
received in London, although given under Richter’s baton.
It is, nevertheless, a very solid work for so young a man.
When are we to hear the composer in this country? He
is destined, critics say, to fill Rubinstein’s place, and must
indeed be a magnificent pianist. There is no dearth of
good pianists, heaven knows
;
but geniuses are like genu-
ine poets, very rare, and must be, like them, also, born,
not made I
A pianist of the Liszt type, who could arouse his audi-
ence to the wildest enthusiasm and then make them cry
the next moment, is not met with every day. One thing
certain, Technic didn’t do it
;
it was the man. I doubt
very much if Liszt, even if he were in the plenitude of
his powers, could make this cynical and eminently prac-
tical age weep. It is not fashionable any longer, and we
are all in the fashion, you know.
It is with regret we announce the death of the talented
young organist, Mr. J. C. Lennon, of Boston, who met
his death from concussion of the brain, caused by a fall
from his horse. Mr. Lennon was a fine musician, and
many who attended the M. T. N. A. remember his ex-
cellent organ playing on one occasion. His death is a
genuine loss to music, and he leaves a large and sorrow-
ing circle. „
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XIV. Work out the following bass in" four parts
(vocal score, with appropriate clefs), with marking in
Roman numerals.
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XV. Figure the bass of the following passage accord-
ing to the harmonies employed, and name the funda-
mental or root of each chord.
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XVI. Harmonize the following melody (in vocal
score) and mark in Roman numerals.
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[For The Etude.]
THE POWER OF MUSIC.
Borne o’er the seas on wide wings of Romance,
I pierced the rock tombs of the Pharaohs,
Threaded dim passages where no wind blows
The intrusive torch- flame beckoning in advance.
On either hand I aaw war-horses prance,
Hurling armed kings against their savage foes
;
Saw slave-girls, crowned with lotus and with rose,
Sway to the lute in old Egyptian dance.
The while I read, two voices clear and fine
Sang a sweet, plaintive air, which did enthrall
And bind the elusive phantoms of my dream
;
And evermore the song and story twine
!
Nor may I hear the one’s melodious fall
But that the other riseth up supreme !
J
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Ques.
pleted ?
-When will “ Howard’s Harmony ’ be com-
N. P.
ANS.^-The work is expected to be ready in time for
Fall teaching.
Ques.—
I
n your next isssue of The Etude will you
please be so kind as to tell me the best method of learn-
ing to play repeated notes in rapid time? 0. A. C.
Ans.—Any method that advances the flexibility and
independence of the fingers will assist in this. In re-
peating any number of tones, say four, use the first four
fingers of either hand, 4, 3, 2, 1, in succession. A very
common fault is to pull the fingers straight back toward
the player of the end of the key, whereby the articulation
of the tones, especially if the action of the instrument is
a little hard, becomes indistinct and uncertain. Each
finger after being used should be passed far enough to the
right (in the right hand) to bring the next finger in posi-
tion over the same key.
Ques.—-Will you please inform me through The Etude
which you consider to be the best works on the fol
lowing subjects, and where I can get them? ,
1. “Dictionary of American and Foreign Music-and
Musicians.” E. F. R.
Ans.—1. The ‘ 1 Dictionary of American and Foreign
Music and Musicians,” by F. 0. Jones, Canaser&ga, New"
York, is perhaps the best work of the kind. I have only
seen extracts of the work and was favorably impressed
with it. Vol. I is advertised as now ready. Price $1,26®
The work will be completed in three volumes. Mathew’s
“ Dictionary of Music and Musicians” is a convenient
book of this kind. Price $1.
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Chicago has started another music school, called
The American Conservatory of Music, with J. J.
Hattstaedt as Director. There are over twenty in-
structors engaged, a number of whom are from
the Chicago College of Music. From the pros-
pectus, we judge the institution to be planned on a
broad, conservative basis; all the branches of mu-
sic and modem languages are included in the
course, even down to guitar and banjo.
The director, Mr. Hattstaedt, is a talented, en-
ergetic musician, with experience enough to suc-
cessfully conduct such an institution. The vigor-
ous, growing West will, we are confident, support
this new enterprise.
PRIZE METHOD.
The Committee of Judges for the prize for Piano
Method, offered by The Etude, results in the fol-
lowing decision :
—
Two of the judges vote in favor of the work
presented by E. J. Finck, of Portland, Oregon,
and one for the work by A. F. Newland, or St.
Louis, Mo.
It would, perhaps, be more satisfactory were the
decision made unanimous
; but in matters of this
kind a compromise is quite impossible. The deci-
sion, however, is rendered with the understanding
that the publication of the work is left to the dis-
cretion of the publishers of The Etude. In the
meantime, the unsuccessful competitors can have
their manuscripts sent to whatever address or-
dered.
X;;
